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ABSTRACT
The LHCb experiment is a single arm spectrometer specically designed to de-
tect b-hadrons. In order to provide accurate vertex information silicon microstrip
sensors of unique design have been produced. Their novelty stems from the complex
geometry and fabrication techniques. This thesis presents the results from a series
of tests on prototypes fabricated by Hamamatsu Photonics Ltd. In particular, at-
tention has been given to a study of the eects that occur due to the introduction
of a second layer of metal readout strips.
vPreface
In 1996, the CERN Council approved the construction of the Large Hadron Collider.
Due to commence operation in 2006, it will provide proton-proton collisions at a
centre of mass energy of
p
s = 14TeV and, it is hoped, will produce a rich amount
of new physics.
For example, it is predicted that, should the Higgs boson exist, it should be
observed at the LHC. Other studies include studies of nal states containing the top
quark and searches for supersymmetric particles. A heavy ion experiment has also
been planned to study the properties of high mass and energy densities, analogous
to conditions immediately after the `Big Bang.' The LHC also oers the potential
for the discovery of the origin of CP-violation [1].
CP violation plays an important role in the explanation of why matter dominates
over anti-matter in our universe. Although CP violating eects can be accomodated
within the Standard Model, its eects are too small to describe the observed asym-
metry. CP violation was rst discovered in the decay of neutral kaons in 1964 and
within this system is fully accountable by the Standard Model. CP violation is also
expected to be observed in the B meson system and the possibility that this is the
rst sign of some new physics cannot be excluded [2].
Preface vi
Chapter 1 of this thesis introduces the LHCb experiment. It gives an outline
of the physics motivations behind the design of the experiment together with a
description of the LHCb detector. The Vertex Locator (VELO) will provide precision
measurements at the interaction point of the LHCb detector. Its design is presented
in Chapter 3, whilst Chapter 2 provides a theoretical description of the operation
of a silicon sensor and its production.
Chapter 4 presents the results from an analysis of the VELO's performance. It
includes an example of results from preliminary electrical characteristic testing of
irradiated Prototype-01 sensors and the description of a thorough investigation into
the resolution of non-irradiated sensors. This extensive study of the resolution of
the sensors was made using data from a beam test.
A simulation of a sensor has been made using the commercial package GENESISe.
Some simulation results that investigate the eects of a non-uniform second metal
layer are presented in Chapter 5. This chapter also presents similar results using
data provided by the beam test discussed in chapter 4.
The sensors used for the electrical testing in chapter 4 were studied further using
an infrared laser system. Chapter 6 provides a description of the laser system as
well as some preliminary results.
Appendix A describes the VELOROOT analysis code relevant to the data given
in chapters 4 and 5.
Appendix C provides a mathematical proof of the track-tting algorithm used
in the VELOROOT analysis code. This appendix is also relevant to the results given
in chapters 4 and 5.
Appendix B gives a brief description of the simulation tools used.
The work presented in this thesis is that of the author. Whilst the test-beam
data were analysed within the framework of the general VELOROOT analysis code,
all the data given here have been the result of the author's own contributions to
this code. Further contributions of the author include assistance with the design of
Preface vii
Prototype-02 sensors and production of test-structures and an investigation into the
radiation damage eects of Prototype-02 (p-in-n) sensors using the above mentioned
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Fundamental to the theories describing our universe are symmetries and their con-
servation laws. Noether's theorem, derived from the Lagrangian formulation of eld
theory, states that every symmetry implies a conservation law. Conversely every
conservation law has an associated symmetry [5].
Gauge theories, such as electromagnetism, assume that the Lagrangian density
describing the motion of particles and their interactions is invariant under a set of
`local' transformations. Yang and Mills showed that preserving the invariance of
quantum eld theories under more general gauge transformations necessarily intro-
duced a set of vector (spin-1) elds called gauge bosons. These gauge bosons are
required to be massless as in the case of electromagnetic interactions [6].
When it came to applying these concepts to weak interactions, however, it was
found that their short range, which required the bosons to be massive, contradicted
the requirement of exact gauge invariance.
The bosons may be made to acquire mass through the `Higgs' mechanism which
accounts for symmetry breaking in the quantisation of the theory, allowing the La-
grangian to contain only invariant terms. This mechanism leads to a renormalisable
theory in which the innities of higher order corrections may be absorbed by re-
dening the free parameters. This is the case for quantum electrodynamics.
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Including those arriving from quantum chromodynamics - the gauge theory as-











Generally speaking, a quantum eld theory such as the Standard Model arises
from the union of quantum mechanics and group theory. The Lorentz and Poincare
groups contain symmetries and transformations that are associated with spacetime.
Internal symmetries occur in an abstract `isotopic space' as opposed to real space-
time. They can either be global or local (as in gauge theory) [8].
Symmetries may be continuous, however CP violation concerns only symmetries
that are discrete.
Two discrete symmetries form part of the Poincare group: parity, P, where
the space axis is inverted; and time reversal, T, referring to transforming between
forward and backward light-cones. A third discrete symmetry, charge conjugation
C, is a non-spacetime operation that interchanges particles and anti-particles. A
CPT operation is invariant in any local Lagrangian theory [9].
A CP transformation turns a particle to its anti-particle and reverses its momen-
tum and helicity. In 1964 James Cronin and Val Fitch observed that the conserva-
tion of CP was violated at the level of 0.2% in the neutral kaon system. Although
accurate measurements have been made in this system, eects due to the strong
interaction make it diÆcult to draw any rm conclusion as to the origins of CP
violation.
Kobayashi and Maskawa postulated an explanation for CP violating eects [10]
[11]. The three generation Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing ma-
trix (equation 1.2) provides a relationship between the quark mass eigenstates (d, s
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single complex phase Æ
13
. Kobayashi and Maskawa proposed that it was this phase
that accounted for CP violation.
Within the B-meson system the eects due to the strong interaction are expected
to be less than in K
0
L
decays making it a viable system in which to measure CP
violation. Measurable quantities include sin 2 which is derived from the decay
time distributions.





- have been able to measure the CP violating asymmetry parameter sin2 more
accurately than previous experiments [12] [13]. Both BABAR and BELLE (at PEP-
II and KEKB respectively) have produced direct CP violation measurements that
constrain the Standard Model [14]. In particular BABAR reports the value:
sin2 = 0:59 0:14(stat) 0:05(syst):









the LHC will oer more than 10
10
B-mesons in one year. Such high statistics make
it a propitious place to study CP violation.
Four experiments will detect proton-proton collisions at the LHC. Two gen-
eral experiments, ATLAS and CMS, have been designed to looked for Higgs and
super-symmetric particles and will also make CP violation studies. A heavy ion
experiment, ALICE, aims to study the quark gluon plasma present at the time of
the Big Bang.
LHCb is an experiment dedicated to the study of CP violation. Although other
experiments have already discovered and measured CP violation in the B-meson sys-
tem, LHCb will provide high statistical accuracy coupled with detailed background
reconstruction. LHCb is thus able to oer an environment capable of the detailed
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study of CP violation including within some of the rarer decay modes and is highly
sensitive to the eects of new physics. The LHCb detector is an asymmetric spec-
trometer, with its acceptance in the forward region as the majority of b-quark pairs
are produced either `forwards' or `backwards' [2]. This geometry also allows the
production of a high precision detector at a reduced cost. The detector is described
further below.
1.2 The LHCb Detector
As the majority of both b- and

b- hadrons are produced predominantly in the forward
region, the LHCb detector has been designed to make full use of this asymmetry. A
single-arm spectrometer, it has a forward angle coverage of approximately 10mrad to
300 (250) mrad in the bending (non-bending) plane. [4] A right-handed co-ordinate
system is centered at the interaction point and is dened with z along the beam axis
and y pointing upwards [4] This remainder of this chapter provides a summary of the
overall layout together with more detailed descriptions of the detector subsystems
discussed below.
1.2.1 The Detector Layout
Figure 1.1 shows the overall layout of the LHCb detector, viewed in the xz (bending)
plane. It will be installed at Intersection Point 8 at the LHC (the point where
DELPHI was situated). The design is such that the detector is able to be installed
without major engineering work. The LHCb apparatus consists of a vertex detector,
magnet, aerogel and gas RICH counters, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
and a muon detector. A tracking system, comprising a number of stations along
the length of the detector (marked T1 - T11 in gure 1.1), is also included in the
detector. To provide easy maintenance and assembly together with access to the
beam pipe, all detector subsystems will be built in two halves.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic layout of the LHCb detector.
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1.2.2 The Magnet
The high eld and complex design required, together with the desire to utilise the
existing DELPHI civil-engineering infrastructure, necessitates that the magnet be
a warm dipole magnet [16]. It has a maximum central eld slightly greater than
1.1 T with an integrated bending power along the beam axis of 4 Tm. The magnet
has been designed such that this vertical eld has good homogeneity across the full
4.3 m horizontal aperture. The magnet has a window frame shape with a height
of 3.6 m [4]. The calculations made for the Technical Proposal show that, with
the tracking system proposed, the eld provides adequate momentum resolution
over the full acceptance. It is proposed that the direction of the magnetic eld will
be regularly reversed in order to minimise systematic errors which may result in
apparent measurements of CP-violation due to the asymmetry of the detector.
In the Technical Proposal design, both the VELO and RICH1 are shielded from
the high magnetic eld. An iron shield reduces the possibility of any stray eld
(< 50 Gauss around the photo-detectors) aecting the detection of low-momentum
tracks that would otherwise be swept out of acceptance and thus not detected by
either the VELO or RICH1.
1.2.3 The Vertex Detector System
Comprising a silicon vertex locator and a pile-up veto counter, the vertex detector
system will provide accurate details of the production and decay vertices. In order
for the vertex detector system to provide this information successfully to the Level-1
trigger as required it is imperative to read out all channels within 1 s.
Used to suppress events containing multiple pp interactions in a single bunch
crossing, the pile-up veto counter will comprise two planes of silicon. It was originally
proposed [4] that silicon sensors would be unique in design however using detectors
designed for the VELO proper is now the preferred option.
The silicon vertex detector is described in more detail in the next chapter.
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1.2.4 The Tracking System
Comprising the Inner and Outer Tracker, the tracking system will provide precise
information to the Level-1 and higher triggers. It also aims to make accurate mea-
surements of the momentum of well reconstructed charged tracks as well as giving
track directions for Cherenkov ring reconstruction in the RICH detectors.
The requirement of low occupancy dictates the technology used in both the Inner
and Outer Trackers. It is thought [4] that the maximum ux the Inner Tracker will






. Alternatively the Outer
Tracker is able to use the more conventional honeycomb-like drift chambers to cope






. A brief description of these sub-detectors
is given below.
The Inner Tracker
In the ten tracking stations situated between the VELO and calorimeters, the Inner
Tracker will cover an area of 60 cm  40 cm around the LHC beam pipe. In order to
supply accurate measurements of track parameters, each station will comprise two
planes of detectors with vertical readout strips and two planes with readout strips
that are rotated by a small stereo angle. Whilst several technologies have been
investigated, it is thought that single-sided silicon microstrip detectors will be used
since they are able to withstand the expected radiation dose as well as providing a
more than adequate position resolution of < 100 m [17].
The Outer Tracker
The Outer Tracker is positioned outside the Inner Tracker and consists of straw
tube drift cells that are 5 mm in diameter. Consistent with the Inner Tracker,
the majority of stations have two planes with wires in the vertical direction and
two that are rotated by a small stereo angle. Limits on the occupancy of each
cell determine the maximum length of each wire and the cell size. Also requiring
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important consideration is the choice of drift gas. All drift signals are expected
to be measured within 50 ns. This is equal to two bunch-crossings thus implying
important consequences for the Level-1 trigger and track reconstruction. Since the
Level-1 track trigger must consider two 25 ns time slices of data, there is a 50%
chance of that an accepted event contains hits from either of the two bunch-crossings
[18].
1.2.5 The RICH Detectors
To provide an eÆcient kaon tag with a low background in the selected nal states
requires extremely eÆcient particle discrimination. It is the ring-imaging Cherenkov
(RICH) detectors that will perform this task by identifying charged particles with
a momentum from 1 to 150 GeV/c.
When a charged particle travels through a medium at a velocity greater than the
velocity of light in that medium it emits radiation in a cone around its direction of
motion. This Cherenkov light can be focused by mirrors onto photo-detector planes.
Since the Cherenkov light is emitted in a cone it is detected as a ring (hence the
name RICH). The photo-detectors must be able to detect a single photon.
The photon detectors are positioned outside the spectrometer acceptance and
comprise hybrid photodiodes (HPD) with pixel readout. A back-up HPD has also
been designed using a pad readout system [19].
Although the use of conventional photo-multiplier tubes is possible, using HPD's
has the added advantage of being able to detect small quantities of light, even down
to single photons.
There are two RICH detectors. RICH1 is positioned upstream of the magnet
and aims to detect low momentum tracks that are swept out of the acceptance of
RICH2 and the rest of the LHCb detector. The systems are essentially the same
with major dierences being highlighted below.
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RICH1
The RICH1 has an angular acceptance of 25-330 mrad in both the x and y projections
and will be positioned upstream of the magnet in order to detect low momentum









gas radiators respectively, the expected number
of photoelectrons are 15 and 55 for tracks with =1 and the pion (kaon) thresholds
are 0.6 (2.0) and 2.6 (9.3) GeV/c. Prototype results show good agreement with
expectations.
RICH2
RICH2 consists of a CF
4
gas radiator approximately 180 cm in length. The eective
length is longer because a second plane mirror is used to reect the image onto the
detector planes. Although having a reduced acceptance when compared with RICH1
(10 - 120 mrad in x and 10 - 100 mrad in y), RICH2 is capable of detecting a large
proportion of high momentum tracks. For tracks with  = 1, 30 photoelectrons are
expected.
1.2.6 Calorimetry
The calorimeters are necessary at various stages from the rst level trigger to o-line
analysis. They will provide identication of electrons (essential to avour tagging) as
well as hadron candidates for the L0 trigger. In addition background reduction will
be achieved using a scintillator pad detector (SPD) plane and a preshower detector.
ECAL
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is made up of a stack of 70 layers compris-
ing 4 mm-thick polystyrene based scintillator plates separated by 2 mm-thick lead
plates. (The length corresponds to 25X
0
). The 1 mm wavelength-shifting (WLS)
bres that traverse the entire length of the stack collect the light output of the scin-
tillators. These are read out by means of photo-multiplier tubes, the design of which
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is not yet nalised. The ECAL is divided into three sections containing modules of
identical size. The 167 modules of the inner section comprise 9 readout cells each,
there are 4 cells in each of the 448 central modules and in the outer section each of
the 2688 modules contains only one cell [20].
HCAL
The Hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is made of steel and scintillator tiles, positioned
parallel to the beam axis. The HCAL has two sections and unlike the ECAL the cells
dier in size. This requires that the optics be designed such that it is feasible for the
steel absorber to be identical over the entire HCAL. The edges of the scintillator tiles
are staggered and along them run the WLS bres. Sets of bres are grouped together
onto one photo-multiplier tube so that readout cells of dierent sizes may be dened.
Each half of the calorimeter is divided into 26 modules. To ease construction each
module is divided into a further eight submodules necessitating 416 submodules.
The SPD and Preshower Detector
The scintillator pad and preshower (PS) detectors contain cells that are arranged
such that there is a one to one correspondence with the ECAL. Separated by a 12mm
lead converter, each detector plane uses scintillator pads that are read out via WLS
bres tightly coupled to multi-anode photo-multiplier tubes. The dimensions of the
SPD plane are approximately 0.45% smaller than the PS.
1.2.7 The Muon Detector
Comprising 4 stations (M2 - M5) embedded in an iron lter and another `special'
station in front of the calorimeter, the muon detector provides both muon identi-
cation and information for the Level-0 trigger. The requirements of the Level-0
trigger necessitate pad readout in order to achieve a fast trigger response. The pad
size varies from 1 cm  2 cm to 8 cm  6 cm. Physically, each pad will consist of
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four smaller pads, each connected to a separate amplier. This is imperative as the
largest pad size would generate unacceptable capacitive noise.
A number of detector technologies are under study. These include Multi-Wire
Proportional Chambers (MWPC's), Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers (MRPC's)
and Cathode Plate Chambers (CPC's). All work on the same basic principle. Thin
parallel wires that are equally spaced are inserted between two cathode planes.
These cathode planes may either comprise more wires or a continuous plane of
conductor. Grounding the anode wires and inducing a negative voltage on the
cathode creates a homogeneous electric eld with the eld lines in the direction of
the anode wires. The chamber is lled with a gas mixture. When a charged particle
passes through the chamber it ionizes the gas and the resulting electrons ow to the
anode wires where they are detected.
It is proposed that the four stations M2-M5 will be Multi-gap Resistive Plate







M1 (before the calorimeter) and the regions of the other stations that receive the
highest particle ux will be Cathode Plate Chambers (CPC's) as it has been shown
[21] that MRPC's lose eÆciency at these uxes.
1.2.8 Front-End Electronics and DAQ
Each sub-detector is required to satisfy the trigger requirements of LHCb. In order
to achieve this each sub-detector will be equipped with similar front-end electron-
ics. The front-end electronics are dened as those involved in the processing and
buering of data until they reach the o-detector DAQ system [22].
Analogue signals will arrive at the beam crossing rate of 40 MHz on the FE
ASICs and will be stored in Level-0 pipelined buers before receiving the Level-
0 trigger decision after 3.2 s. Accepted events are then transmitted to a short
derandomising buer to avoid possible overow caused by the high output rate.
Data from a number of detectors, including the VELO, are sent in a reduced form
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to the L0 and L1 trigger systems. A full data set is zero suppressed and formatted
ready for acceptance by the data acquisition system. Two software triggers (level 2
and 3) reduce the data rate enough to allow data to be written to data tape.
An important issue is how the front-end electronics system is integrated to the
global experiment control system (ECS). Whilst not thought to be part of the FE
electronics, the ECS provides top level control for the whole LHCb experiment and




After rst outlining the general properties of a semiconductor device (section 2.1),
this chapter describes the properties and operation of a silicon microstrip detector.
2.1 Semiconductor Physics






cm, at room temperature, and has a strong temperature dependence.
Thus, in a highly puried semiconductor, a rise in temperature will contribute to
the intrinsic conductivity. The nature of this conductivity is described by the free
electron Fermi gas which provides a solution to the Schrodinger equation for N free
electrons. Since the kinetic energy of the electron gas increases with temperature,
the probability that a particular state will be occupied in thermal equilibrium is
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Although this model provides an adequate description of the conduction prop-
erties of a semiconductor, the energy band structure is governed by the solution to
the Schrodinger equation provided by F. Bloch [23].
Silicon, with its diamond-like crystal structure, is a group IV element and thus is
able to form covalent bonds with four neighbours. Thermal excitation ionises a small
number of valence electrons leaving them free to move around the silicon lattice.
Equal numbers of positively charged holes occupy the valence band as electrons in
the conduction band thus the intrinsic carrier density, n
i















) is the eective
density of states in the conduction (valence) band and the energy of the band gap,
E
g
, is 1.11 eV at 300 K [24].
Rather than thermal excitation, a more practical way of improving the conduc-
tion properties of any semiconductor is to introduce impurity atoms into some of
the lattice sites. The addition of a group V element such as phosphorus to a silicon
crystal leaves excess electrons able to be excited to the conduction band with very
little energy. This is due to a phosphorus atom having ve valence electrons, four
of which form covalent bonds with the silicon atoms. The resulting silicon crystal is
termed n-type.
Similarly p-type silicon is produced by doping pure silicon with atoms that con-
tain only 3 valence electrons, such as boron.
Before discussing the operation of a silicon microstrip detector it is rst necessary
to review the action of a p-n junction, formed by the transition from p-type to n-type
silicon. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of the doping density across a
p-n junction.
As the impurity concentration abruptly changes from acceptor impurities (N
A
)
to donor impurities (N
D
) there is a dierence between the intrinsic Fermi levels on
each side of the junction. This produces a potential dierence across it:
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which results from the drift of electrons from the n-type region to the p-type
region and occurs until the electric eld opposes the net diusion across the junction.
Although there are doping atoms in the area immediately either side of the junction










are the widths of the depletion region on the p and n sides
respectively [25].














where V is the potential a distance x from the junction and  is charge density
[25]. Assuming the junction is abrupt means this may be approximated to:
































< x  0 (2.7)
(2.8)














for n-type silicon and similarly for p-type silicon [26].
In practice the doping density at this junction does not change sharply but in-
stead gradually over some nite distance. However if this distance is much smaller
than the width of the depletion region this assumption makes a good rst approxi-
mation.
Combining equations 2.5 and 2.9 leads to the electric eld in the p-type region


























Since the electric eld must be continuous at the junction equations 2.10 and 2.11










thus implying that the depletion region will be largest on the side with the
lightest doping. A p
+
-n junction is so called as the doping in the p-type region is
much larger than that on the n-side.





width on the p-side of the junction, similarly W
2
is the depletion width on the n-
side) and the electric eld and potential are zero, it is possible to obtain from the
Poisson equation [27] the potential barrier on both sides of the junction:









































































A p-n junction may operate in two modes. Applying a voltage V
a
opposite in
polarity to the built-in voltage, V
bi








This is termed forward biasing. The current-voltage characteristics (see gure 2.2)
for such a forward bias show a rapid increase in current.
Alternatively devices such as a silicon microstrip sensor require a large depletion
region (typically extending over the full thickness of the crystal) [29] and reverse








Although the depletion width increases, as shown in gure 2.2, the current remains
small until the electric eld is suÆciently high to ionize the carriers and avalanche
breakdown occurs. Figure 2.2 shows the current-voltage characteristics of a p-n
junction in both forward and reverse bias mode.
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Figure 2.2: Current-voltage characteristics for a pn junction.
2.2 Silicon Microstrip Detectors
The term `silicon microstrip detector' is generally applied to a sensor formed from
a single silicon crystal (typically 6  6 cm) which has been processed using vari-
ous photolithographic techniques. The nal structure contains a large number of
individual, nely segmented sensing channels that allow the position of a charged
particle to be localised.
The theory associated with a p-n junction, as described in section 2.1, forms the
basis of the operation of a silicon microstrip sensor. Figure 2.3 shows a cross-section
through part of a typical silicon microstrip sensor. Shallow n
+
implants form strips
on the surface on the n-type bulk. Readout electronics are connected via a metal
layer that lies above each strip.
Good ohmic contact with the back-plane of the sensor is obtained through a
highly doped p
+
region covered with metal. Here a suÆcient reverse bias may be
applied to deplete the bulk of the sensor completely whilst the p
+
layer prevents the
depletion region reaching the metallisation.
When a charged particle passes through a sensor under reverse bias it deposits
enough energy to liberate a number of electron-hole pairs through ionisation. Sub-
sequently they drift in the direction of the n
+
implants (in the case of holes) and
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Figure 2.3: Schematic layout of an n-in-n silicon sensor.
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back-plane (electrons). The implants are in turn capacitively coupled to the alu-
minium readout strips which are connected to the readout electronics. Due to the
convergence of the electric eld at the n
+
implants the position of the initial charged
particle may be obtained from the electronic signal present, it being proportional to
the charge received at each strip. Biasing is achieved via polysilicon resistors that
prevent an excess of charge from damaging the sensor.
In order to achieve an accurate spatial resolution the minimum distance between
each strip (as well as strip width) is desired. Present processing technologies allow a
strip pitch as small as 25 m however other factors inuence how well the position
may be measured. These are discussed in section 4.2.
In order to protect the sensor a guard ring structure is employed. Floating
potential guard rings reduce the voltage from that of the active area of the sensor
gradually towards the edge of the sensor.
The LHCb VELO has been designed to measure the position of a traversing
particle accurately in an R- plane. The circular design (see chapter 3) of the
sensors means a second metal layer is necessary to read out the sensors. First
designed for LEP experiments [30], the double-metal readout technique enables the
electronics to sit around the circumference of the sensor when the geometry of the
charge collecting strips is complicated.
The readout strips present in the second metal layer of the sensor are insulated
from the rst by means of an oxide layer. Contact is provided to each strip through
small holes in this oxide layer.
Previous geometries of sensor, such as those used in the DELPHI experiment
[31], have been such that the readout strips have been perpendicular to the charge
collecting strips. The design of the LHCb VELO is such that the angle of crossing
between these strips varies across the sensor. There is the possibility that such a
design could lead to distortion in the electric eld thus making accurate position
reconstruction diÆcult.
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2.3 Processing Technologies
The production of silicon sensors is a highly complex and intricate process that
involves a number of photolithographic steps. This section presents an outline of the
methods involved in planar processes although the ner details and exact parameters
have not been included as many of them are closely guarded secrets.
2.3.1 Mask Design and Production
Before a sensor may be manufactured it is necessary to produce a mask layout.
This denes all the features that will be present on the device. There are a number
of separate mask layers. These were produced using the computer aided design
package, CADence. Each layer uniquely denes a particular aspect of the sensor.
Layers include: the n
+
substrate implant mask which denes the readout strips;
the p
+
isolation mask that describes the isolation around each strip; the high dose
resistor contact mask giving the boron implant resistor description; the Polysilicon
biasing resistors mask; the contact hole mask necessary to make contact between the
metal layer and silicon; the contact hole mask necessary to make contact between
the two metal layers; two masks for the metal layers and a passivation mask in order
to make contact through the passivation layer to the metal contacts.
2.3.2 Oxidation
The highly polished silicon wafers, with crystal orientation < 1; 0; 0 >, that are
received by the manufacturer are necessarily at with parallel faces to high preci-
sion. For detector applications a high resistivity silicon substrate is required thus a






, is employed. Limits on
present processing techniques mean that wafers of thickness no less than 240 m can
be eectively manufactured without special measures being taken although wafers
that are 200 m thick have been processed by Micron Semiconductor Ltd. [32] for
LHCb.
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The rst step in processing a silicon wafer is eld oxidation. Growth of a large
thickness of oxide is done by baking the wafer in an oxygenated environment. Gen-
erally this is done at temperatures of around 1000
Æ
C for times of the order of hours
although the rate of oxidation may be increased by the presence of water vapour.
As the oxidation process is a chemical reaction a proportion of the oxide grows `into'
the wafer but the vast majority of the growth is out of the wafer.
2.3.3 Photolithography
Following various cleaning processes, photoresist (a light sensitive chemical) is ap-
plied as the sensor is spun at approximately 5000 rpm. This ensures a thin, even
coverage of photoresist before it is baked in order for it to `set.' A photomask consists
of a glass plate (or quartz for small geometries due to its lower expansion coeÆcient
at the expense of being more expensive) that has a layer of chrome on one surface in
a design produced by a computer-aided design package. The mask is placed above
the wafer shiny side up to reduce diusion of the laser as it shines through the mask
onto the silicon. Ideally a monochromatic light source should be used but this is
practically impossible to achieve. The photoresist reacts to the light (usually ultra-
violet) by changing its chemical and physical properties. Development, by bathing
in chemicals, will either remove exposed areas of photoresist (positive resist) or those
that are unexposed (negative resist). The type of photoresist used depends on the
stage in processing. Etching is possible as the exposed oxide may be washed away
whereas remaining photoresist acts as an etchstop during development.
2.3.4 Implantation
After further cleaning and examination the windows opened in the oxide are ready
for doping. This is done by a process of ion implantation whereby doping atoms
are physically introduced into the silicon lattice sites. A high voltage is used to
accelerate atoms from a gaseous source. By measuring the voltage of the ion beam
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the energy of the ions and hence the depth to which they travel may be controlled.
The doping concentration may be known by measuring the current of the ion beam.
The introduction of energetic ions causes some damage to the surface of the wafer
as well as electrical inactivity due to them occupying interstitial lattice positions.




Another important eect results as the doping atoms will always diuse sideways
as well as vertically. The junction thus comprises a plane region with approximately
cylindrical edges. If the diusion mask contains sharp corners the p
+
-n junction
will be roughly cylindrical in shape. These curved regions can have profound con-
sequences on the operation of a silicon device [32].
2.3.5 From Metallisation to the nished sensor
The etching process is essentially the same for the metallisation layer. There are two
metallisation methods employed: evaporation and sputtering. Evaporation involves
heating the metal in a vacuum to boiling point. The resultant vapour condenses
on the relatively cold silicon surface. This technique does not work too well when
metal alloys are used as each metal has a dierent boiling point. Sputtering has
the advantage that the metal atoms are of lower energy hence cause less damage to
the surface of the silicon lattice. Energetic ions knock metal atoms from a source to
produce the vapour that condenses on the surface of the wafer. This method allows
metal alloys to be deposited.
As the entire surface is metallised the wafer is etched further to remove metal
other than that required by the readout design.
Although operational at this stage, a nal oxide (or passivation) layer is formed
at low temperature using Silox (a mixture of silane and oxygen). This is done by
passing the wafers under cooling plates through which silox ows. The slower the
wafer is passed under the plates, the thicker the oxide layer. The passivation layer
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protects the junction from the mechanical and atmospheric degradation as well as
helping to maintain a low leakage current. The passivation layer also helps to protect
the silicon during the cutting process [33].
Edges must be as precise as possible as rough edges can make large contributions
to leakage current [34]. This may be done in two ways: using a rotating diamond
saw or a laser. Generally a high speed diamond saw is used due to the cost of laser
cutting, although it is foreseen that LHCb sensors will be cut using a laser.
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Chapter 3
The LHCb VErtex LOcator
This chapter describes the design of the LHCb VELO. Before discussing the layout
of the VELO, the physics requirements of the VELO and constraints on its design
are outlined.
3.1 Requirements and Constraints on Design
B-hadron vertices that do not originate from the primary interaction point call for
detailed knowledge of the position from where the tracks originate. It is essential
that the VELO is able to provide precise track co-ordinates that will be used to re-
construct the production and decay vertices, in particular the primary decay vertex.
The VELO is also required to measure decay lifetimes and the impact parameter
of particles used to tag avour such as muons and kaons. These requirements lead
to the sensors being close to the interaction point and thus in a harsh radiation
environment.
The VELO has considerable obligations to the Level-1 trigger. The necessity
to dierentiate between b-events accepted by the Level-0 trigger and minimum
bias events dictates the need for a three-dimensional stand-alone pattern recog-
nition. By providing three independent views (R-measurements and two quasi -
measurements) the VELO aims to simplify and accelerate the L1 algorithm [35].
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Another important requirement of this algorithm is the determination of the primary
vertex position in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis using only R-measuring
detectors [36]. The R-measuring detectors are segmented in order to accommodate
this (see section 4.2).
Aside from the VELO's responsibilities there are a number of limitations on its
design due to both the LHCb detector and the LHC machine. These stem from the
need to be as close to the interaction point as possible and hence careful integration
with the LHC beam pipe and vacuum is imperative. A risk analysis study has been
made in order to assess the eects of a catastrophic failure on the LHC machine [37].
Subsequently the mechanics of the VELO have been constructed so as to minimize
these risks (see for example [38]).
The LHC machine demands that no LHCb specic failure scenario should lead
to an expected down-time of the LHC of less than two weeks. The issues that are
specically linked to the LHCb VELO predominantly concern the vacuum vessel
and are discussed in [37] and [38]. The LHC also requires that induced bombard-
ment inside the vacuum vessel be low enough for eects on the beam to be within
acceptable limits. These eects concern the lifetime and stability of the LHC beam.
Specically the LHC beam conditions should not deteriorate due to parasitic RF
coupling due to the VELO. Another specic requirement of the LHC is that the
silicon sensors be positioned 27 mm from the beam during injection. A remotely re-
tractable system that provides accurate positioning is therefore necessary. It should
be possible to move the silicon sensors in two transverse directions with respect to
the beam with an accuracy of  5 mm from the nominal beam axis.
In addition to these requirements, LHCb imposes a number of demands on the
VELO. Perhaps the most obvious is the necessity that the VELO geometry be
compatible with subsequent detectors, in particular RICH1 and the rst tracking
station. The VELO must also cover the full angular acceptance of LHCb i.e. 300
 250 mrad (in the horizontal  vertical directions). The silicon sensors must be
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positioned with respect to each other with a precision better than 20 m and the
precision of the alignment of the detector halves better than 100, 200 and 500 m
for the x, y and z directions respectively. As well as the retractability specied by
LHC, LHCb requires the sensors to be able to stop in arbitrary positions and that
the positioning of the two detector halves be reproducible to within 50 m. It is
imperative that the VELO is able to operate in a position such that it is possible to
nd the position of the beam by tracking alone.
Other requirements are imposed due to the environment in which the VELO will
be operated, such as the high radiation level. The sensors must be able to cope with
heat load and thus accommodate their own cooling system. RF pick-up is required
to be minimized by a suitable geometry and wake-eld suppression. In turn the
wake-eld suppressors, together with the vacuum vessel and exit foil must minimize
multiple scattering.
3.2 Mechanical Design
The Vertex Locator (VELO) is the rst sub-detector system in the LHCb detector.
The active elements are the silicon sensors, the design of which is described in detail
in section 3.4. Two 180
Æ
sensors, positioned either side of the beam axis, give full
angular coverage. The VELO comprises 25 stations (see gure 3.1). Each station
contains both R- and -measuring sensors equipped with hybrids and Front End
electronics. A further two stations, positioned upstream, contain only R sensors
and act as a pile-up veto counter for the Level-0 trigger. The silicon sensors and
associated hybrids, cables, connectors and cooling systems are operated in a vacuum.
The mechanical design of the LHCb VELO system is crucial to the LHC. Op-
erating the detector in a vacuum, whilst reducing the amount of material traversed
by particles and ensuring close proximity to the LHC beam, poses the possibility of
great risks to the LHC. Consequently it has been designed in collaboration with LHC
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the LHCb VELO.
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and a protection scheme for potential failures implemented (for further discussion
see [37]).
The vacuum system of the VELO comprises the primary (LHC) vacuum and a
secondary vacuum that houses the VELO detector system. Situated on top of a
concrete stand, the secondary vacuum vessel is separated from the primary vacuum
by a thin aluminium wall. As well as preventing contamination of the LHC, this alu-
minium box acts as a wake-eld suppressor and thus must be electrically connected
to the exit window. This connection also helps prevent sparking in this transition
region.
The primary and secondary vacua are decoupled via large rectangular bellows.
The vacua allow precise movements of the detector halves both during data taking
and for retraction when the LHC beam is lling and dumping. This motion neces-
sitates the need for corrugations in the secondary vacuum container. The motors,
bearings, gears and chains are situated outside the vacuum system.
The detector modules are attached to an aluminium support box. The support
box is equipped with pins and clamping bolts that guarantee positioning the modules
to an accuracy better than 5 m. Before installation into LHCb, the modules can
be tted to the support and secondary vacuum with the required accuracy. Figure
3.2 shows the design of the vacuum tanks and supports.
3.3 Front-end Electronics
Each silicon sensor is read out by 16 front-end chips. These are mounted on one
hybrid that has ve repeater cards that are situated outside the vacuum tank asso-
ciated with it. One of these repeater cards provides the bias voltage to the sensor
together with the low voltage to the front-end chips. It is also responsible for the
timing and control signals. The other four repeater cards drive the analog informa-
tion provided by the front-end chips to the digitizer boards that are situated 60m
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Figure 3.2: Layout of the mechanics of the LHCb VELO.
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away in the counting room. The data from one sensor are processed by one digitizer
board [22].
Generally the VELO electronics can be categorised into two sections: the L0-
electronics deals with the information provided by the sensors before the L0-trigger
decision and incorporates the front-end chips and hybrids; the L1-electronics com-
prises analog links and digitizer boards. Both are described in more detail below.
3.3.1 Level-0 Electronics
The front-end chip is required to sample data with a frequency 40 MHz. This is
equivalent to the LHC bunch crossing frequency. The data will be stored as analog
information in the chip for up to 4 s before the L0 decision is made. Presently
two readout chips are under consideration: an adapted version of the SCTA for
which there is no standard method for obtaining the pile-up veto data and hence a
modied silicon sensor design is foreseen; the BEETLE chip has the advantage of
providing a binary comparator signal per four chips and is proposed as the default
option [22]. A nal decision is due is 2002.
The SCTA VELO has been derived from the SCTA128a HC version [39], which
was designed for readout of the ATLAS silicon tracker. Whilst modications have
been made to account for specic LHCb requirements the cells are essentially the
same as they are known to work. Since the beginning of this design review develop-
ment has been made on a new SCTA for ATLAS. Contact with the designers ensures
that all new developments relevant to the SCTA VELO are implemented [40].
The major blocks are:
 front-end
 pipeline - memory array and addressing logic
 output multiplexers




 reset and trigger/test blocks.
The BEETLE chip is similar in design to the SCTA VELO. It can be operated
both as an analogue chip (i.e. for the VELO) or as a binary pipelined readout chip.
The BEETLE chip is based on the RD20 front-end electronics and comprises 128
channels. Each channel consists of a low noise charge sensitive preamplier coupled
to an active RC-CR pulse shaper as well a comparator to provide binary signals [41].
3.3.2 Level-1 Electronics
The Level-1 electronics system comprises repeater cards, analogue data transmission
and digitizer boards. It aims to receive event data that has previously been accepted
by the L0 trigger and store it in a buer until it is either rejected or accepted
by the L1 trigger. Without great expense, data cannot be stored with adequate
precision due to the relatively long latency. Therefore analogue signals are digitized.
Information of interest is extracted at this level by participating detectors (such as
the VELO) and then passed to the L1 trigger processors. Accepted data are sent to
the L1 derandomizer buer until passed to the zero-suppression unit. After being
zero-suppressed, data wait in the L1 output buer before being transferred to the
DAQ system [22].
3.4 Silicon Sensor
The overall geometry of the sensors was determined by their close proximity to
the beam pipe. Rather than having two orthogonally placed detectors with par-
allel strips, it is appropriate for them to have a circular arrangement. The strips
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are arranged in two manners: one detector comprises radial strips (a -measuring
detector); one detector with circular strips (an R-measuring detector).
The silicon sensors have undergone a great deal of development in order to ad-
here to the strict requirements of LHCb. Since the sensors are situated in an ex-
tremely harsh radiation environment the n-in-n implementation has been chosen.
The n-implants are capacitively coupled to aluminium strips with a capacitance of
approximately 12 pF/cm. The resistivity of aluminium is about 20 
/cm. These
working conditions have also dictated the need for polysilicon resistor biasing as
opposed to FOXFET biasing. A 1.5 M
 resistor enables a bias voltage to be set on
the strips without problems of excess noise [42].
Other constraints on design are imposed by manufacturing restrictions. It has
been decided [36] that the sensors will be processed on 101.6 mm diameter wafers.
This avoids limiting the number of manufacturers able to produce devices as well as
increasing the possibility for the successful production of 200 m thick detectors.
Having only one sensor per half station, necessary for reducing the complexity of
construction and alignment, limits the maximum outer radius to 42 mm. The front-
end chips, with a width of approximately 6.4 mm, should t around the detector
at a radius not much greater than 42 mm. This factor and the requirement that
the number of electronic channels be multiples of 128 leads to there being 16  128
channels per sensor.
Readout is achieved through the existence of second metal layer i.e. a second
set of metal strips, 1 m thick, that is insulated from the rst by a layer of SiO
2
or polyamide that is 2-5 m thick. Due to the geometry of the charge collection
strips this is the only practical way of routing the signal to the bond pads situated
at the edge of the detector. The capacitance of each readout strip should be less
than 1 pF/cm [4]. Each group of 128 bond pads was connected to a set of neigh-
bouring strips and would be connected, via a fan-out, to a single processing chip.
This enables voltage levels to be adjusted on the chip to compensate for dierences
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across the detector (such dierences may arise from manufacture or exposure to
particle uxes). Due to the diÆculty that an automatic wire bonding machine has
accommodating circular arcs, all bond pads (ignoring any stagger) were arranged in
straight lines around the detector.
The guard rings and edge region of the detector were copied from the highly
successful design previously used for ATLAS detectors. This incorporates a bias rail
surrounded by eight guard rings. A further guard ring structure around the edge of
the detector is separated from these by a gap of approximately 500 m.
3.4.1 Prototype-01
Fabricated in February 1998 by Hamamatsu Photonics Ltd, the rst prototype
LHCb detectors have a design that is close to that described in the Technical Pro-
posal [4].
Both the R-measuring and -measuring sensors are processed using n-in-n tech-
nology on 300 m thick silicon. They have a 72
Æ
angular coverage and a radial
coverage of 1 cm to 5 cm. Figure 3.3 shows both the R- and -measuring sensor.
The R-measuring sensor has a total number of 1006 strips. They are arranged
in four sections. The rst two sections (see gure 3.4) each contain 192 half strips
with a pitch of 40 m. The third section also has a pitch of 40 m but contains 256
strips which run the full width of the detector. The nal section also has full length
strips with a pitch of 60 m.
The -measuring detector has strips arranged radially and tilted by a small
stereo angle of approximately 5
Æ
. It is divided into two regions. The inner region
contains 256 strips, their pitch varying from 45 m in the innermost part to 126 m
at the end of the inner region (i.e. at a radius of 27.92 mm). Figure 3.5 shows a
schematic layout of the -measuring sensor. The outer region contains 768 strips
to make a total of 1024. These strips vary in pitch from 44 m to 79 m. Further
discussion on the relationship between radius and pitch may be found in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Photograph of the R- and -measuring sensors fabricated by Hamamatsu Photonics
Limited.
Figure 3.4: Schematic of the LHCb VELO R-measuring sensor.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the LHCb VELO -measuring sensor.
3.4.2 Final Design
The overall geometry of the VELO sensors has changed considerably since the pro-
duction of the rst prototype. Most notable is the change to semi-circular sensors
in order reduce the amount of material in the detector due to overlap of the sensors.
In order to give complete 360
Æ
coverage, they are extended slightly, i.e. the angle at
the centre is increased to 182
Æ
.
Both the R- and -measuring sensors have an outer radius of 42 mm. This radius
is limited by the necessity of processing on 101.6 mm wafers thus not restricting the
number of possible manufacturers. The inner radius, dictated by the need for a
central hole through which the beam pipe passes, is 7 mm.
The outer edge of the sensor is drawn as a series of straight lines. This is opposed
to the natural circular arc of the detector and aims to ease module assembly, together
with simplifying the design to the fan out board.
R-measuring detector
Since the particle ux decreases as the radial distance from the beam pipe increases,
the strips pitch varies with radial distance. A strip pitch that varies linearly with
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distance across the detector is ideal but due the fact that a number of structures
associated with each strip must be accommodated the minimum strip pitch possible
is 32.5 m. Had the strip spacing increased linearly with radius for all strips there
would have either been too few strips or the innermost pitch would have been too
small to be fabricated successfully, therefore the innermost 189 strips have a constant
spacing of 32.5 m. For subsequent strips the pitch varies linearly with radius from
this minimum. The pitch at the outermost strip is 92 m.
In order to provide extra information for track reconstruction in the Level-0
algorithm, the strips are segmented, with each segment being read out individually.
The outer 256 strips are divided into two, giving 512 strips. In the inner region,
where the ux is greater, the strips are divided into four. Thus the inner 384 strips
make 1536 strips to give a total of 2048.
The small strip pitch close to the centre of the sensor prevented any resistor
design other than a gentle curve following each strip. At the extreme centre the
strip pitch was too ne for the pads that connect the bias resistors and strips to be
arranged in a straight line. They are thus staggered and alternate, longer resistors
made thicker to give the same overall resistance.
The bond pads that connect the strips of the sensor to the readout electronics
are placed around the perifery of the sensor. Since the strip geometry is complex
the only practical way of routing the signal to the bond pads is via readout strips
in a second metal layer. This second layer of metal is insulated from the rst by
a 2 - 5 m thick oxide layer. Contacts to the read out strips could not be placed
in a straight line due to the closeness of the charge collecting strips so two lines of
contacts were used.
The bond pads are positioned in a separate region outside the active area of the
sensor. Placing them within this active area, i.e. within a radius of 40 mm, would
have disrupted the outer tracks. There are four rows of 64 bond pads, arranged in
groups of 256, that are staggered. The outer two rows were designed for bonding the
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sensor to the fan-out and the inner two for probing the sensor and as reserve bond
pads. Each pad is 200 m long. This is suÆcient for several attempts at bonding.
-measuring detector
The strips of the -measuring sensor are not exactly radial. Instead, to help
resolve possible ambiguities during pattern recognition, they are inclined by 9
Æ
of
arc. To accommodate this skew the -measuring sensor is asymmetrical.
Each strip is divided into two. There are 1024 inner strips collinear with 1024
outer strips, giving a total of 2048. The strip pitch varies linearly with radius.
At the innermost ends of the innermost strips the pitch is 24.4 m, when measured
approximately perpendicularly to the strips. It is able to be smaller than the smallest
pitch of the R-measuring sensor since the structures associated with each strip (e.g.
bias resistors, contact pads and readout strips) are able to be placed at the outer
end of the strip where the pitch is largest. The polysilicon resistors are doubled
back on themselves in order to reduce their apparent length.
The readout scheme for the -measuring sensor is very simple. The readout strips
for the inner strips run between two outer charge collecting strips. The bonding and
probing pads for the inner strips are staggered between those for the outer strips.
These are placed at the outer ends of the strips. All bond pads are arranged in
straight rows since the bonding machines available at the time of design could not




Before a sensor may be used for particle detection in an experiment a full under-
standing of its electrical properties is needed. In order to obtain this knowledge
extensive testing is carried out a number of years before the sensor is required to
operate. This chapter describes some of the tests carried out on LHCb VELO sen-
sor together with an investigation into the spatial resolution of the LHCb VELO
Prototype-01, made by Hamamatsu Photonics Ltd.
4.1 Characteristic studies.
Displacement damage caused by fast neutrons (E > 100 keV) is a major concern for
projects such as the LHC. The annual uence at the LHC is expected to be as high
as 10
14
neutron equivalent / cm
2
. At this uence, concentrations of various defects
(see for example [23]) in the band gap can be close to, or exceed, the net doping
concentration and can cause unexpected problems.
Two Hamamatsu prototype sensors (one R- and one -measuring) were irradi-
ated at Heidleberg with a 20 MeV proton source in 1998. The sensors were situated
one behind the other in the beam thus gure 4.1 shows the irradiation prole for
both sensors. The maximum uence received by the sensors is of the order 10
13
neutron equivalent / cm
 2
with a steep gradient across the sensor.
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Figure 4.1: Irradiation prole of PR-01 sensors irradiated at Heidleberg.
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After irradiation the sensors were kept at low temperature to prevent anneal-
ing. The electrical properties of these sensors, such as leakage current (I-V) and
capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics, have been systematically studied. Plans
were also made to study these sensors using a laser system. Mechanical damage to
the sensors and to the bond wires to the hybrid prevented an extensive study but
results concerning the low irradiation region of the -measuring sensor are presented
in chapter 6.
In order to make electrical characteristic tests of the irradiated sensors it was
necessary to keep their temperature as low as possible during testing. To ensure this,
the sensors were placed in thermal contact with a copper plate (via an aluminium
plate) to which was attached copper tubing. A Churchill Chiller Thermo Circulator
was attached to either end of the copper tube and a water / antifreeze mixture
passed through the tube. To prevent ice from forming on the surface of the sensor
and aecting the results, the plate was placed in a plastic box and a constant ow of
nitrogen gas kept over the surface of the sensors. In hope of reducing the temperature
further the box containing plate and sensor was placed in a deep freezer. Attached
to the plate were also a PT100 and two thermocouples to measure the temperature
at various points around the sensor and thus ensure it was kept constant.
The I-V and C-V characteristics were measured using a Keithley 237 High Volt-
age Source Measure Unit and Wayne Kerr 6425 Multi-frequency Analyser. The
source measure unit is capable of supplying and measuring voltage up to 1100 V
and current up to 10 mA. It is thus possible to supply voltage and measure current
or vice versa. It may supply voltage in units of 100 V and measure current with
an accuracy of 10 fA. Current is sourced in 100 fA intervals and the subsequent
voltage measured with an accuracy of 10 V. The Wayne Kerr 6425 supplies a si-
nusoidal voltage a programmable RMS from 10 mV to 500 mV quantised in steps
of 10 mV and from 520 mV to 1.0 V in steps of 20 mV. It is designed to make
dynamic capacitance measurements, ÆQ=ÆV , as a function of frequency. There are
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42 available frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 300 Hz and the accuracy with which
the capacitance measurements may be made varies from 0.002 pF to 0.01 pF. The
analyser also has a pair of `sense leads' that, together with an in built trimming
facility, enable corrections to be made for internal and external noise (often due to
cables) present as background.
4.1.1 Current-Voltage Characteristics
One of the characteristics that infers the usefulness of any microstrip detector is its
leakage current. This is usually measured as a function of bias voltage with a limit
being set on maximum allowable leakage current.
Measurements of this kind are important as background noise in a sensor stems
from the thermally excited minority carriers present in the depleted region [43].
Due to the applied bias necessary for full depletion, the electric eld causes the
electron-hole pairs to drift giving rise to the leakage or reverse current.
Figure 4.2 shows the leakage current as a function of reverse bias for irradiated
R- and -measuring sensors. The leakage current is dominated by the thermal
generation current. This current is explained in terms of the `Schockley-Read-Hall'
processes [44]. Since the depletion width varies as
p
V , I /
p
V until full depletion
where it remains constant.
Since the sensor has been irradiated the leakage current does not remain constant
as the voltage increases past the full depletion voltage. Instead there is a slight rise
in leakage current that is linear. This may by due to surface currents or surface
contamination although quantifying these eects is diÆcult.
The bias voltage was increased passed the full depletion voltage in order to de-
termine the breakdown voltage. Here `breakdown' is dened as a sharp increase in
current with bias voltage. It occurs for two main reasons. Zener breakdown (see
for example [26]) does not occur in particle detectors, however avalanche breakdown
does. Avalanche breakdown takes place when electron-hole pairs are produced by
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Figure 4.2: I-V characteristics of an irradiated R-measuring sensor.
ionisation due to the carriers gaining energy from the electric eld. This too, how-
ever, is not expected to be seen at the bias voltages at which the sensor was tested.
The eects seen in gure 4.2 may be explained by surface currents and surface
contamination.
4.1.2 Capacitance measurements.
Due to the voltage dependence of the charge in the depletion region, the capacitance















-n junction the charge per unit area appearing on either side of the








Together with the equation 2.16, it is thus possible to obtain the capacitance per
unit area:












Hence increasing the bias voltage decreases the capacitance. This occurs until the
sensor reaches full depletion when further increases in voltage no longer increase the
charge within the depletion region.
The total capacitance for a non-irradiated LHCb PR-01 R-measuring sensor was
measured using the apparatus described above. Using gure 4.3, showing capaci-
tance as a function of bias voltage, it is possible to determine a full depletion voltage
of 70 V. No signicant dependence on the frequency of the ac signal is seen.
Figure 4.3: C-V characteristics of a non-irradiated R-measuring sensor.
Similar measurements were made on irradiated R- and -measuring sensors. Fig-
ures 4.4 and 4.5 show CV curves for the R- and -measuring sensors respectively.
Following irradiation, the CV curves, for both the R and  sensors, show a depen-
dence on the frequency of the ac signal due to the radiation induced trapping in the
band gap [26].
It has been shown [45] that the capacitance dependence on frequency is such
that a high frequency reduces the capacitance to a minimum. Thus the depletion
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Figure 4.4: C-V characteristics of an irradiated R-measuring sensor.
Figure 4.5: C-V characteristics of an irradiated -measuring sensor.
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voltage measurements were made at low frequencies. Values of 55 V and 40 V for
the R and  sensors, respectively, were found.
4.2 Spatial resolution using test-beam data
The accuracy with which the position of a particle traversing through a microstrip
sensor may be determined can be found through testing in a beam of particles.
This is an expensive method of testing so usually resolution studies are merely
a bi-product of more extensive tests. However, to date, it is the most tried and
tested method and thus the most common. This section provides an overview of the
techniques involved in running the beam-test at the CERN SPS in 1999 together with
the resulting resolution for the R- and -measuring LHCb VELO PR-01 sensors.
Before discussing results from the test-beam telescope it is useful to look at some
of the many factors that can aect the accuracy with which the resolution may be
measured. These eects generally fall into two categories [27]: those due to physical
processes e.g. statistical uctuations of energy loss; and those associated with the
external parameters of the sensor like the strip pitch and electronic noise.
Concerning the latter, when the strip pitch is much larger than the \charge cloud





Reducing the strip pitch improves the resolution for two reasons. The rst,
and more obvious, stems from the resolution dependence on pitch. The other is
due to charge sharing between strips (see chapter 6), i.e. if charge from a traversing
particle is apparent on two readout channels the sum of the individual pulse heights is
approximately equal to the total charge deposited. A simple pulse height weighting,
or clustering algorithm gives the position resolution with greater accuracy. Thus, in
theory, the resolution is then only limited by the signal to noise ratio (S/N).
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Noise is the ambient signal when no real particles are present. There are three
main sources of noise:
 shot noise, the uctuations in the bulk leakage current;
 uctuations in the surface leakage current;
 Johnson noise in the biasing resistors.
The eects of these sources of noise are discussed in [46].
4.2.1 Experimental procedure
The main purpose of the 1999 beam-test was to test an irradiated LHCb VELO
PR-01 equipped with LHC speed (40 MHz readout) electronics in the form of the
SCTA chip (see for example [47]. An irradiated DELPHI module was also present
to provide an x  y reference frame.
In order to provide accurate position resolution for the sensor under test it is
necessary to supply a method of track reconstruction to that sensor (see appendix C).
This usually takes the form of a detector `telescope' in which hits in the device under
study are compared with a position determined from the extrapolation of a track,
reconstructed from expected hits in the other sensors (i.e.those of the telescope).
The LHCb VELO Autumn 1999 beam test was perhaps unique in that the telescope
used comprised sensors similar to that under test. (In some respects this hinders
the ease with which the data may be analysed since it necessitates comprehension
of the telescope.)
The test-beam assembly
Figure 4.6 shows a schematic layout of the telescope. It consists of three stations,
each comprising one LHCb VELO PR-01 R-measuring sensor and one LHCb VELO
PR-01 -measuring sensor separated by a distance of 2 - 5 mm. All stations have
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a distance of approximately 4 cm between them [48] as consistent with the design
of the Technical Proposal [4]. The central station has been ipped by 180
Æ
to take
full advantage of the  stereo angle. The sensor planes are approximately parallel
to each other. A typical angle between each sensor plane is 1
Æ
. Each sensor was
equipped with `slow' (10 MHz) VA2 readout electronics. The readout chain and its
performance is described in detail in [46].
R Phi R PhiPhi R
Test-Beam Telescope
Figure 4.6: A Schematic Layout of the Test-Beam Telescope used in the Autumn 1999 Test-Beam.
In order to simulate real working conditions it was necessary to seal the sensors
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in a darkened box which was cooled by connection to a cooling pump. This was nec-
essary to prevent detrimental "forward annealing". Approximately midway through
the beam run period an air blower was added to the set-up as it was suspected that
the low temperature was the cause of low gain on the rst / last channels of the
VA2 chips.
The main purpose of the telescope in this beam test was to provide reconstructed
tracks to be used in analysing data for the sensor under study. The two scintillators
also present provided the trigger due to particles crossing the test-beam set-up. To
ensure good quality data for the analysis of the sensors under study, a thorough
study of the spatial resolution of the telescope is needed. The remainder of this
chapter provides a description of this study.
4.2.2 Resolution of the LHCb PR-01 Sensors
The following results were obtained with use of the VELOROOT test-beam analysis
code, a description of which is provided in appendix A. A tight event selection
whereby one hit in each of the six sensors in the telescope is required to ensure
each track is real. A `fast track t' is used initially to x the position of the rst R-
measuring sensor and z-position of the second. This is followed by use of the Minuit
package to improve parameter precision. Taking 30 free parameters at the minimum
of the 
2
-function in parametric space it provides the six alignment constants. Fur-
ther details of alignment and track tting procedures are given in appendix A, [49]
and [48].
To ensure the accuracy of this track t a systematic study of the track residuals
for each region of each sensor within the telescope was undertaken. Here the residual
is dened as being the dierence between the reconstructed track and cluster centre
as given by the VELOROOT software described in appendix A.
In order to conrm that the reconstructed tracks were in fact realistic, plots
of the residual distribution with respect to R and  for each region and for each
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possible combination of regions within the telescope were made. A sample of 100,000
events was used.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show a schematic of the regions of the R- and -sensors. A
combination is dened as the region of a sensor in which the reconstructed track
passes for each subsequent sensor in the telescope, i.e. R,,,R,R,. For example,
combination 1,0,0,0,1,0 corresponds to a track passing through the inner regions of
each sensor in the telescope (see gure 4.9). It should be noted that the central two
sensors are ipped by 180
Æ
. It is clear that some combinations would have tracks
that are unrealistic.
It was found that there were a considerable number of combinations of regions
with few or no entries for one or more of the sensor regions. A minimum of 50 entries
in each residual distribution was therefore applied (see gure 4.10) before a detailed
study of the quality of residual could be made. Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of
residual means with respect to combination of regions. For a well aligned telescope
the mean of this distribution should be zero and gure 4.10 is clearly consistent with
this.
Although in the minority, there are some cases in which small osets are seen.
Investigations into which combinations of regions cause such osets found that a
small percentage were diÆcult to obtain physically. This could be due to alignment
diÆculties, the improvement of which is discussed in [50].
Such a detailed study of these residual distributions was also necessary for the
investigation in the eects of a second metal layer discussed in chapter 5.
Environmental Factors
Both the sensors and readout electronics are sensitive to changes in their surround-
ings thus necessitating comprehension of the environment in which they operate. As
already mentioned in section 4.2.1 the sensors were kept cool in order to simulate
LHCb experimental conditions. Since it was imperative to accommodate for the low
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Figure 4.7: A Schematic layout of the sensor regions in the R sensor, dashed lines show strips.
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Figure 4.8: A Schematic layout of the sensor regions in the  sensor, dashed lines show strips.
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Figure 4.9: A Schematic layout of the test-beam telescope. The line passing through the sensors
shows combination 1,0,0,0,1,0.
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Nent = 42     
Mean  = -1.126e-05
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Distribution of means for all detectors
Figure 4.10: Distribution of residual means (cm) with respect to combination of region. A mean
of 0.1 m suggests that the sensors are reasonably well aligned within the telescope.
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gain in VA2 chips a rise in temperature occurred part way through the beam test.
Large statistic studies of before and after the addition of the air blower show while
this had some eect on the residuals in gures 4.11 and 4.12 this is consistent within
experimental error.
Residual /cm.









Nent = 1897   
Mean  = -6.076e-06
RMS   = 0.0005852
Under =      0
Over  =      1
Chi2 / ndf = 80.31 / 64
Constant = 138.3 +- 3.744 
Mean     = -5.641e-06 +- 8.878e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0004191 +- 5.678e-06 
TrackFit Residuals R Detector 2 and Regions 3,3,3,1,1,1
Figure 4.11: Track residuals for one R sensors and one combination of regions for those runs
before the air blower was switched on.
B
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Residual /cm.










Nent = 2021   
Mean  = 1.992e-05
RMS   = 0.0005847
Under =      0
Over  =      1
Chi2 / ndf = 72.82 / 64
Constant = 135.3 +- 4.267 
Mean     = 7.048e-06 +- 1.046e-05 
Sigma    = 0.0004604 +- 1.026e-05 
TrackFit Residuals R Detector 2 and Regions 3,3,3,1,1,1
Figure 4.12: Track Residuals for one R sensor after the air blower had been switched on. A
comparison between this and gure 4.11 shows that switching on the air blower had little eect on
the resolution of the sensors.
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An investigation into the quality and stability of the telescope alignment was
also required. By plotting a high statistic distribution of residual means over many
runs it is possible to isolate any eects that could possibly aect the quality of a
particular run. No correlation can be seen between the distribution of residual means
and run number. The means used in gures 4.13 and 4.14 were those obtained from
the Gaussian t of the residual distributions.
Angle of Tracks
Figure 4.15 shows the total and projected angles at which the track hits the telescope.
Here the projected angle is dened as being the angle at which the track moves to
aect the charge sharing on the strips when compared with a track that hits straight
vertical strips perpendicularly. Two peaks are seen since the telescope was moved
slightly half way through the beam-test. The non-linearity of the strips has been
accounted for when nding the angle. It is found to be less than 2
Æ
for all regions
of all sensors, although for the R-measuring sensor it is actually 0.4
Æ
.
A further study of the resolution as a function of track angle may be found in
[51].
4.2.3 Intrinsic Spatial Resolution
R-Measuring Sensor Resolution
It can be shown (see appendix C), for three detectors equally spaced, that the true
resolution of a detector is equal to the scaled width of its residual distribution. To
obtain the resolution for the central detector, division of the residual width by
q
2=3
is required. This factor is
q
1=6 for the two outer detectors. It should be stressed
that this is only true in the special case of equal spacing along the z-axis.
Single Gaussian ts were made to the projected residual distributions of the
sensors in the test-beam telescope. Figure 4.16 shows the projected residual distri-
bution for the three R-measuring sensors. On the left-hand side are the residuals
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RUN No.














Nent = 186    
Mean x =  448.7
Mean y = 6.621e-05
RMS x  =  105.1
RMS y  = 0.0002047
       0       5       0
       0     170       0
       0      11       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 2 and Region 0
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =    450
Mean y = -8.878e-06
RMS x  =  105.7
RMS y  = 6.981e-05
       0       0       0
       0      61       0
       0       1       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 2 and Region 3
RUN No.














Nent = 186    
Mean x =  454.8
Mean y = -0.0001546
RMS x  =  103.3
RMS y  = 0.0003249
       0      12       0
       0     162       0
       0      12       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 4 and Region 0
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =  446.1
Mean y = -2.008e-05
RMS x  =  105.2
RMS y  = 0.000156
       0       2       0
       0      59       0
       0       1       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 4 and Region 3
Run No.














Nent = 186    
Mean x =  449.5
Mean y = 8.273e-05
RMS x  =  103.5
RMS y  = 0.0001982
       0      13       0
       0     162       0
       0      11       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 6 and Region 0
Run No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =    452
Mean y = 1.452e-06
RMS x  =  105.9
RMS y  = 7.931e-05
       0       0       0
       0      62       0
       0       0       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 6 and Region 3
Figure 4.13: Distribution of means (cm) over many runs for the inner regions (left) and outer
(right) of each R sensor.
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RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =    452
Mean y = 2.482e-05
RMS x  =  105.9
RMS y  = 0.0001896
       0       0       0
       0      62       0
       0       0       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 3 and Region 0
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =    452
Mean y = 3.335e-06
RMS x  =  105.9
RMS y  = 1.44e-05
       0       0       0
       0      62       0
       0       0       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 3 and Region 1
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =  454.6
Mean y = -5.726e-05
RMS x  =  104.8
RMS y  = 0.0002901
       0       0       0
       0      61       0
       0       1       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 5 and Region 0
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =  449.9
Mean y = -7.367e-06
RMS x  =  105.6
RMS y  = 6.409e-05
       0       0       0
       0      61       0
       0       1       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 5 and Region 1
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =    452
Mean y = 5.302e-06
RMS x  =  105.9
RMS y  = 0.0001373
       0       0       0
       0      62       0
       0       0       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 7 and Region 0
RUN No.














Nent = 62     
Mean x =    452
Mean y = 2.184e-06
RMS x  =  105.9
RMS y  = 1.463e-05
       0       0       0
       0      62       0
       0       0       0
Distribution of means over many runs for Detector 7 and Region 1
Figure 4.14: Distribution of means (cm) over many runs for the inner regions (left) and outer
(right) of each  sensor.
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angle/rad









8000 Nent = 57736  
Mean  = 0.0123
RMS   = 0.01211
Under =      0
Over  =      6
Projected angle of tracks  for all R detectors
angle/rad








Nent = 58062  
Mean  = 0.007454
RMS   = 0.005247
Under =      0
Over  =     15
Projected angle of tracks  for all Phi detectors
angle/rad










Nent = 57736  
Mean  = 0.01559
RMS   = 0.01176
Under =      0
Over  =     18
Total angle of tracks for  all R detectors
angle/rad








7000 Nent = 58062  
Mean  = 0.01946
RMS   = 0.01252
Under =      0
Over  =     20
Total angle of tracks for  all Phi detectors
Figure 4.15: Projected (top) and Total (bottom) Angle of Tracks for R (left) and  (right)
Sensors. All angles are within 2
Æ
.
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for the area covered by 40 m pitch strips. The residual width for the central sensor
(detector 4) is (5.5  0.1) m giving a spatial resolution of (6.8  0.1) m, using
the above relations. This compares well with the two outer sensors with resolutions
of (6.2  0.1) m and (7.4  0.1) m.:w
The distributions on the right-hand side of gure 4.16 correspond to the outer
region of the sensors where the strip pitch is 60 m. For this region, the distribution
for the central sensor has a width of (9.4  0.1) m and thus a resolution of (11.5
 0.1) m. Again there are reasonable comparisons with detectors 2 and 6 having
obtained resolutions of (10.7  0.1) m and (13.1  0.1) m respectively.
Theoretically, it can be shown [26] that the resolution of a microstrip detector







where x is a factor allowing for the greater detail present due to charge sharing
between strips with analogue readout. This factor is necessary to account for there
being no charge sharing with binary readout [52]. x = 1 in the case of binary
readout.
This factor was measured using the above data. For the 40 m regions x was
found to be (1.7  0.2) suggesting a large amount of charge sharing. Using both
this x value and equation 4.5 it is possible to predict a resolution of (9.7  0.1) m
for a pitch of 60 m. This is smaller than the resolution directly obtained from the
test-beam data thus implying that for a larger pitch there is less charge sharing.
This conclusion is supported by the data from the 60 m region since a value of x
= (1.5  0.1) is obtained.
-Sensor Resolution
The fact that the pitch of the -measuring sensors varies with radial position means
that the position resolution is also changing. By combining data from dierent
regions of the  sensors the variation of  can be investigated.
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Residual/cm










450 Nent = 3298   
Mean  = 6.33e-05
RMS   = 0.0003777
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 124.4 / 60
Constant = 398.4 pm 9.316 
Mean     = 6.229e-05 pm 4.52e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0002542 pm 3.868e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 2 and Region 0
Residual/cm











Nent = 6094   
Mean  = 5.768e-08
RMS   = 0.0005675
Under =      5
Over  =      2
Chi2 / ndf = 158.3 / 84
Constant = 430.4 pm 6.832 
Mean     = -9.023e-06 pm 5.709e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0004396 pm 4.011e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 2 and Region 3
Residual/cm












Nent = 3261   
Mean  = -0.0001336
RMS   = 0.0006921
Under =     15
Over  =     13
Chi2 / ndf = 117.5 / 85
Constant = 180.6 pm 4.141 
Mean     = -0.0001343 pm 9.873e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0005506 pm 7.879e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 4 and Region 0
Residual/cm












Nent = 6129   
Mean  = 1.383e-05
RMS   = 0.000993
Under =     62
Over  =     39
Chi2 / ndf = 148.4 / 91
Constant = 200.2 pm 3.142 
Mean     = -2.322e-06 pm 1.226e-05 
Sigma    = 0.0009378 pm 8.221e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 4 and Region 3
Residual/cm








350 Nent = 3228   
Mean  = 7.261e-05
RMS   = 0.0004589
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 125.7 / 65
Constant = 325.5 pm 7.602 
Mean     = 7.295e-05 pm 5.474e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0003042 pm 4.542e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 6 and Region 0
Residual/cm








350 Nent = 6163   
Mean  = 6.889e-09
RMS   = 0.0006515
Under =     10
Over  =     18
Chi2 / ndf = 143.3 / 83
Constant = 356.6 pm 5.638 
Mean     = -5.364e-06 pm 6.933e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0005363 pm 4.894e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 6 and Region 3
Figure 4.16: Track Residuals for the inner (left) and outer (right) regions of the R sensor.
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Residual/rad






250 Nent = 3258   
Mean  = -4.508e-06
RMS   = 0.0005486
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 115.6 / 69
Constant = 232.6 pm 4.885 
Mean     = 9.991e-07 pm 7.703e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0004312 pm 4.79e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 3 and Region 0
Residual/rad









Nent = 6134   
Mean  = -6.418e-07
RMS   = 0.0001857
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 160.1 / 31
Constant =  1391 pm  22.1 
Mean     = 9.096e-07 pm 1.774e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0001371 pm 1.263e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 3 and Region 1
Residual/rad









Nent = 3285   
Mean  = -1.703e-06
RMS   = 0.0008288
Under =     13
Over  =     17
Chi2 / ndf = 115.7 / 72
Constant = 127.9 pm 2.745 
Mean     = -3.109e-06 pm 1.424e-05 
Sigma    = 0.0007853 pm 9.586e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 5 and Region 0
Residual/rad









800 Nent = 6107   
Mean  = 2.34e-06
RMS   = 0.0003324
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 176.7 / 59
Constant = 783.1 pm 12.48 
Mean     = -1.589e-06 pm 3.139e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0002417 pm 2.232e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 5 and Region 1
Residual/rad







Nent = 3169   
Mean  = -1.223e-05
RMS   = 0.0004647
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf =  73.3 / 64
Constant = 266.4 pm 5.753 
Mean     = -6.222e-06 pm 6.679e-06 
Sigma    = 0.000371 pm 4.457e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 7 and Region 0
Residual/rad










Nent = 6223   
Mean  = -1.155e-06
RMS   = 0.0001536
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 156.8 / 27
Constant =  1737 pm 27.69 
Mean     = 2.064e-07 pm 1.431e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0001114 pm 1.052e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 7 and Region 1
Figure 4.17: Track Residuals for the inner (left) and outer (right) regions of the  sensor.
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Detector Pitch (m) Resolution (m) x
: Inner region 45 5.8  0.5 2.2  0.2
: Inner region 126 24.6  1.4 1.5  0.1
: Outer region 45 5.8  0.5 2.2  0.2
: Outer region 79 12.8  0.7 1.8  0.1
R: Inner region 40 6.8  0.1 1.7  0.2
R: Outer region 60 11.5  0.1 1.5  0.1
Table 4.1: Table of resolutions.
Figure 4.17 shows the track residual in radians for each region of the -measuring
sensors in the test-beam telescope. The projected residual distributions for `slices' of
pitch were tted with a Gaussian function and thus distributions of residual widths
and means with respect to pitch obtained. The subsequent minimum 
2
t leads to






In the inner region of the  sensor the pitch varies from 45 m to 126 m. Using
the above method gure 4.18 gives the following relationship:
resolution(m) = (0:23 0:01) pitch  (4:6 0:9); (4.7)
where the errors are obtained from the Gaussian t. Similarly for the outer region
where the pitch varies from 44 m to 79 m:
resolution(m) = (0:21 0:01) pitch  (3:4 0:4) (4.8)
It is clear that these ts are good to rst order although this was not imperative.
Table 4.1 gives the resolutions for innermost and outermost points in both regions
of the sensor. These resolutions for a particular pitch were acquired from equations
4.7 and 4.8.
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Chi2 / ndf =   120 / 81
Prob = 0.00253
0.9255 ±p0 = -7.843 
0.01124 ±p1 = 0.3246 
Resolution vs pitch: det 3 region 0
120 / 81
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Chi2 / ndf = 60.74 / 39
Prob = 0.01234
0.5542 ±p0 = -4.571 
0.009823 ±p1 = 0.2872 
Resolution vs pitch: det 3 region 1
pitch/um








Chi2 / ndf = 97.44 / 82
Prob = 0.1165
0.9242 ±p0 = -4.617 
0.011 ±p1 = 0.2315 
Resolution vs pitch: det 5 region 0
pitch/um








Chi2 / ndf = 59.38 / 38
Prob = 0.01263
0.3945 ±p0 = -3.389 
0.007041 ±p1 = 0.2048 
Resolution vs pitch: det 5 region 1
 = 0.01263
     = 0.2048 
pitch/um








Chi2 / ndf = 172 / 82
Prob  = 3.72e-09
0.9045 ±p0 = -4.91 
0.01016 ±p1 = 0.2525 
Resolution vs pitch: det 7 region 0
= 3.72e-09
pitch/um








Chi2 / ndf = 106.7 / 41
Prob = 1.01e-08
0.4362 ±p0 = -4.267 
0.007642 ±p1 = 0.2452 
Resolution vs pitch: det 7 region 1
Figure 4.18: Variation of the resolution of a  sensor as a function of pitch for the inner (left)
and outer (right) regions.
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Pitch (m) TP (m) R (m)  (m)
40 6 6.8  0.1 5.3  0.2
60 - 11.5  0.1 10.4  0.3
80 10 15.4  0.1 15.4  0.3
Table 4.2: Table of Resolutions, predicted values for 80m to compare with those given in the
Technical proposal [4].
4.2.4 Conclusions
Using the results presented above it is possible to make a comparison with the sensor
resolutions predicted in the Technical Proposal. Given in table 4.2, resolutions for
a 40 m and 80 m pitch R-measuring sensor are, for single (double) hit clusters, 6
m (9 m) and 10 m (18 m) respectively [4].
To acquire a resolution for an 80 m pitch R-sensor from the above data neces-
sitates the use of equation 4.5 using x = (1.5  0.1), i.e. that obtained for the 60
m region. However, the amount of charge sharing is over-estimated and results in
a pitch that would possibly be larger than that stated, as consistent with the results
presented in table 4.1.
Consolidating the above, gure 4.19 shows the distribution of resolution as a
function of pitch for all sensors in the test-beam telescope. The two circles corre-
spond to the resolutions of the 40 m and 60 m of the R-measuring sensors and are
visibly consistent with the -sensor. Again, this gives a linear relationship between
pitch and resolution that is good to rst order:
resolution(m) = (0:254 0:003) pitch  (4:9 0:1) (4.9)
Table 4.2 gives values for -sensor resolutions at 40 m, 60 m and 80 m
pitches. It is thus possible to make a comparison with both the measured R-sensor
resolutions and the predictions of the Technical Proposal.
Whilst the resolutions of the -measuring sensor are relatively consistent with
the R-sensor, it is quite clear that the predictions of the Technical Proposal are
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Chi2 / ndf = 308.3 / 94
Prob = 0
 0.179 ±p0 = -4.906 
 0.003024 ±p1 = 0.2543 
Resolution vs pitch: all detectors
Figure 4.19: Variation of the Resolution as a Function of Pitch for all sensors. Circles: R sensor
resolutions. Triangle:  sensor resolutions.
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inaccurate at larger pitches. The value of 10 m quoted in the Technical Proposal
[4] is approximately 5 m less than that found in the above resolution studies.
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Chapter 5
Study of eects due to a second
metal layer
5.1 Introduction
Due to the unique and complicated layout of both the charge collection strips and
readout strips and their non-uniformity on the LHCb VELO (see gure 5.1), an in-
vestigation was undertaken to discover how this aected the electric eld within the
sensor and subsequently its resolution. The following section describes the simula-
tion executed using the commercial ISE TCAD package GENESISe. The nal section
of this chapter discusses the investigation carried out using test beam data.
5.2 ISE-TCAD Simulations
5.2.1 The GENESISe package
GENESISe is a graphical user interface that eases the design and execution of ISE
TCAD simulation projects. It incorporates a number of features to provide a conve-
nient framework in which to work. A 2-dimensional device may be designed using
MDRAW-ISE. This includes features such as doping values and mesh production. The
subsequent 2-dimensional simulation is executed by DESSIS-ISE. The nal visuali-
sation of the simulation is made using PICASSO.
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Figure 5.1: Readout lines (green) for the LHCb VELO Prototype-01 sensors.
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A description of the relevant parts of this package and their features may be
found in Appendix B.
5.2.2 The Simulation
A two dimensional simulation was made in order to investigate the eects due to
a second metal layer. Whilst a three dimensional simulation gives more detailed
results it is suÆcient (and more simple) to use a two dimensional simulation for this
purpose.
Previously fabricated silicon microstrip detectors have comprised sensors with
either only one metal layer of readout strips, or readout strips, in a second metal
layer, that run perpendicularly to the rst and parallel to each other. In the design
of the LHCb VELO the sensors consist of strips that, for the R-measuring sensor
particularly, necessitate a second metal layer together with a complex layout for
the readout strips. The angular crossing of these readout strips varies dramatically
across the sensor. The distance between each readout strip also varies considerably.
Two dimensional simulations were made of sensors with two full strips, at a 50
m pitch, and similar properties. Specically, a 300 m thick sensor with a n-type





implant of boron was made to the backplane. This had the properties of a Gaussian




and 1.5 m diusion length. The charge
collection strips were implanted with phosphorus, again with Gaussian diusion
applied. A 2 m thick metal layer was added above the implants to provide the
charge collecting strips. This was insulated by a 1 m thick layer of silicon oxide.
The second metal layer, i.e. the readout strips, was also 1 m thick. The voltage of
the sensor was ramped up from 1 V to 60 V thus ensuring full depletion.
Using MDRAW-ISE (see appendix B for description), a two dimensional schematic
layout of a silicon sensor was made. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show three options for
a portion of a 300 m thick sensor that contains only two full strips. MDRAW-ISE
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was also used for grid generation. Figure 5.2 also shows the mesh generated by
MDRAW-ISE. This is similar for all three designs. A detail of the area around the
implant region is show in gure 5.5.
Figure 5.2 shows the layout and doping prole for a sensor that contains only
a single metal layer. Here it is assumed that the readout strip is also the metal
strip above the implant as consistent with early sensor designs. In gure 5.3 the
strips in the second metal layer run perpendicularly to the rst. Figure 5.4 aims to
simulate a small angle crossing and shows the second metal layer covering only half
the distance between two strips. A sensor cross section would look similar to this in
the case where a readout strip was almost perpendicular to the implant at the point
of contact and would give the maximum eect.
The device simulation itself was undertaken by DESSIS-ISE (see appendix B),
for a bias voltage of 60 V, i.e. when the sensor is fully depleted. Figures 5.6 and 5.7
show the distribution of the electric potential for sensors with only a single metal
layer and where the second metal layer has a low angle coverage, respectively. No
visible dierence may be seen.
Figure 5.8 shows a cross-section for a 300 m thick sensor containing 25 strips.
No signicant dierence is seen between this distribution and that for sensors with
only 2 strips.
5.2.3 Results
Figures 5.9 and 5.12 show the resulting electric eld for the layouts given in gures
5.2 and 5.3 respectively. It is clearly shown that, for a sensor containing a single
metal layer only and for one where the readout strips run perpendicularly to the
implants, the distribution of the electric eld lines is symmetrical about the central
point between two strips. This can be seen in gures 5.11 and 5.12. It may be
concluded that for a particle passing through the central point between two strips
the charge cluster would be accurately reconstructed at this central point.
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Figure 5.2: Doping prole of a 300 m thick silicon sensor with two full strips and only one metal
layer.








Figure 5.3: Doping prole of a 300 m thick silicon sensor with two full strips and a second metal
layer perpendicular to the rst.
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Figure 5.4: Doping prole of a 300 m thick silicon sensor with a second metal layer.
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Figure 5.5: Mesh generated by MDRAW-ISE for region around implants.
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Figure 5.6: Electric potential distribution for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor with
two full strips and only one metal layer.
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Figure 5.7: Electric potential distribution for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor with a
second metal layer.
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Figure 5.8: Electric potential distribution for a 300 m thick silicon sensor with 25 full strips.
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Figure 5.9: Electric eld distribution for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor with only a
single metal layer.
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Figure 5.10: Electric eld distribution for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor with a
second metal layer.
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Figure 5.11: Electric eld distribution (detail for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor
with only a single metal layer.
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Figure 5.12: Electric eld distribution (detail) for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor
with a perpendicular second metal layer.
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Figure 5.13: Electric eld distribution (detail) for a 300 m thick, 50 m pitch, silicon sensor
with a second metal layer.
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Figure 5.10 shows the distribution of electric eld lines for a sensor where the
second metal strip has a small angle crossing over the rst (i.e. for the design shown
in gure 5.4). When compared with the results for strips that are perpendicular,
a distortion is clearly visible. Figure 5.13 shows this region in more detail. This
distortion is approximately 8 m. Further 3-D simulation would be necessary to
have a accurate quantitative value for this distortion.
A distortion in the electric eld such as this means that there is an eective shift
in the cell boundary, i.e. the area in which the deposited signal will be collected
on a particular strip is shifted. These implies that a systematic shift would be
present when reconstructing the cluster centre. For the LHCb experiment, where
such information in used the Level-1 and higher triggers, such a shift could prove
disastrous.
Due to these results a further investigation was executed using real data obtained
from a test beam. These results and the implications for LHCb are discussed in the
following section.
5.3 Double Metal studies using test beam data
In order to compare the simulation results with data, data from the test beam
described in section 4.2 were used. The Hamamatsu Prototype-01 sensors were
studied under a microscope and using the co-ordinate measuring machine (CMM)
at the University of Liverpool. The co-ordinates of the edges of the regions that
were covered with a second metal layer were measured. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show
the shaded regions that contain only one metal layer. These plots were produced
using the VELOROOT code. Since the region of single metal coverage is larger for the
-measuring sensor, i.e. it covers approximately half of the active area of the sensor,
this sensor has been used to study the eects of a second metal layer.
The tracks given by the VELOROOT code were selected in three ways: all tracks;
tracks that passed through the regions that contained only one metal layer; tracks
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Nent = 2500   
Mean x = 2.81e+04
Mean y =  183.1
RMS x  = 1.079e+04
RMS y  = 1.004e+04
       0       0       0
       0     451       0
       0       0       0
Double metal detector map for Phi detector
Figure 5.14: Areas of single metal coverage for the -measuring sensor.
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Nent = 2500   
Mean x = 2.806e+04
Mean y =   2919
RMS x  = 1.181e+04
RMS y  =   7432
       0       0       0
       0      94       0
       0       0       0
Double metal detector map for R detector
Figure 5.15: Areas of single metal coverage for the R-measuring sensor.
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that passed through the regions that contained two metal layers. Residual plots
(where the residual is dened in the same manner as in section 4.2) were made for
each of the three selection criteria and investigated using the same method described
in 4.2.










Nent = 5441   
Mean  = -1.539e-06
RMS   = 0.0003344
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 177.4 / 55
Constant = 728.2 pm  12.3 
Mean     = -3.412e-06 pm 3.18e-06 
Sigma    = 0.0002307 pm 2.254e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 5 and Region 1
Figure 5.16: Track residual for the single metal regions of the central  sensor.
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Nent = 4147   
Mean  = 8.607e-06
RMS   = 0.0005785
Under =      0
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf =   130 / 7
Constant = 841.5 pm 19.99 
Mean     = 8.558e-06 pm 5.792e-06 
Sigma    = 0.000342 pm 5.964e-06 
TrackFit Residuals Detector 5
Figure 5.17: Track residual for the double metal regions of the central  sensor.
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Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the track residuals for the single metal and double
metal regions, respectively, for the central  detector in the test-beam telescope.
Whilst no signicant dierence in the mean is shown, a (1  0.1) m dierence in
the width of the residual is seen. Using the factor
q
(2=3) from section 4.2, this
leads to a dierence in resolution of  (1.2  0.1) m. This dierence is negligible
for LHCb purposes since the minimum resolution of the detector is 3 m.
An interesting feature of the residual distributions is that whilst that for the
single metal region ts a Gaussian distribution well, that for the double metal region
has signicant `tails.' This could be due to greater charge sharing due to the second
metal layer although it is probably some indication of a distortion worthy of further
investigation.
To investigate how any shifts due to the second metal layer might aect the
vertex reconstruction in the LHCb experiment a distribution of the means for all
detectors was made. The means were taken from the residual plots that consider
each combination of regions for each detector. They were only considered if the
residual plots contained a minimum of 10 entries, thus ensuring that all data were
meaningful and did not include a spurious and unrealistic track. Figures 5.18 and
5.19 show the distribution means for the single metal and double metal regions
respectively.
No signicant shift may be seen from these gures. This is due to any eects
being dealt with within the VELOROOT software. It may be concluded that any eects
due to the second metal layer are not signicant enough to have any detrimental
eects to track reconstruction in the LHCb experiment.
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Distribution of means for all detectors
Nent = 98     
Mean  = -0.0002241
Under =      4
Over  =      0
Chi2 / ndf = 8.938 / 7
Prob  = 0.2572
Constant =  60.4 pm 9.421 
Mean     = -1.634e-05 pm 7.576e-05 
Sigma    = 0.0005639 pm 6.034e-05 
Figure 5.18: Distribution of means for the single metal regions of all sensors.
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Distribution of means for all detectors
Nent = 39     
Mean  = -0.0002502
Under =      0
Over  =      1
Chi2 / ndf =     4 / 4
Prob  = 0.406
Constant =  23.7 pm 5.726 
Mean     = 2.095e-05 pm 0.0001169 
Sigma    = 0.0005878 pm 0.0001158 
Figure 5.19: Distribution of means for the double metal regions of all sensors.
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Chapter 6
Characterisation of a Silicon
Sensor using an Infrared Laser
System.
It has been shown that it is appropriate to use an infrared laser system when explor-
ing capacitive charge division and depletion characteristics [53] of a silicon sensor.
Additionally, charge distributions are observed by scanning the laser across the sur-
face of the sensor when it is connected to analogue electronics. As well as providing
a measurement of the spot size, these charge distributions may be used to investigate
various aspects of the sensors, including detector eÆciency. If the spot size is small
enough resolution studies may be made and radiation damage eects investigated.
One of the main advantages of using this method is the ease with which tests may
be carried out in the laboratory and the relatively small cost of the laser system.
In this chapter the experimental set-up of the laser system optics and readout
electronics is described, together with results from experimental data taken on a
Hamamatsu Prototype-01 -measuring sensor.
6.1 Experimental Set-Up
6.1.1 The detector and read-out system
A -measuring LHCb PR-01 sensor (see section 3.4.1), fabricated by Hamamatsu
Photonics Ltd. was inhomogeneously irradiated at Heidleberg in 1998. Figure 4.1
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, although due to the nature of the radiation this
is not uniform across the sensor. The sensor had been stored in a low temperature
environment since the irradiation procedure to prevent adverse forward annealing.
In the the long length of time in which the sensor had been kept before the
measurements were made (and due to other factors that had arisen since the sensor
had been bonded to the readout electronics), it had received a considerable amount
of damage. Due to this damage it proved impossible to nd more than one area
of the the sensor that was suitable for measuring. A lot of the damage was to the
bond wires from the sensor to the chips so re-bonding was considered, however it
was considered that this could be more detrimental to the sensor and thus not worth
risking causing further harm. In the area of the sensor that was measured it has





The sensor was read-out by SCT128 electronics [54]. The sensor was bonded to
four chips, each with 128 channels, thus enabling data to be obtained from half of
the 1024 strips. Figure 6.1 shows the regions of the sensor that were read out by
the four chips that were bonded to the sensor.
The output data of the LHC speed electronics are a data stream of 128 channels
divided into 25 ns time bins. Two chips are read out at any one time at a speed of
40 MHz. These data were collected by a LeCroy LC574AL 1 GHz oscilloscope and
averaged over 1000 sweeps in order to suppress eects due to electronic noise.
6.1.2 The infrared laser system
The sensor, plus hybrid, was mounted on a precise x   y stage (see gure 6.2).
Movement in two directions with a precision of 2 m was possible due to the two
micro-manipulators that controlled the x   y stage. The manual x   y stage itself
was mounted onto an aluminium frame (that had been designed and made at the
University of Liverpool.) In fact, two frames were made. Figure 6.2 shows the frame
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Figure 6.1: Schematic picture of chip layout for PR-01  sensor irradiated at Heidleberg.
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that was used to perform the tests described below. It has an aluminium `bridge'
piece over the x   y stage to which a mount for the camera and optical bre (see
below) is attached. The second frame comprised an arm that extended out above
the x  y stage. It had an identical mount attached to it, directly above the x   y
stage. This latter frame was preferred due to there being considerably less material
present, however, during the course of the data taking, it was found that its design
meant that there was a great deal of movement in the arm (up to the order of 10
m) and so a lack of accuracy in the positioning of the laser was inevitable.
A microscope camera was attached to the arm of the x   y stage holding the
optical bre. Visible light shone through the bre in the image plane of the camera
thus giving knowledge of the position of the light spot on the surface of the sensor.
The focussing of both the camera and light spot were controlled by ne gauge screws
located above each device. After determining the position of the light spot on the
sensor visibly, the light source was replaced by an infrared diode laser. It was
necessary to refocus the light spot.
Driven by an external pulse generator, short pulses were provided by an infrared,
single-mode-bre, advanced stainer layer multiple quantum well diode laser. It has
a peak wavelength of 1060  10 nm and FWHM of 4 nm. Both rise time and fall
time for this peak wavelength are less than 0.5 ns and the laser spot size was 10 m.
The laser was thermo-electrically cooled and had the optical bre attached directly
to the laser diode. A back facet monitor photodiode made of InGaAs is present to
regulate the laser diode current and thus prevent destruction. Catastrophic optical
damage (COD) can occur in a nanosecond due to the peak optical power at the laser
output facet. This is common in low power edge emitting laser diodes.
The threshold current of the laser, i.e. the lowest current at which lasing action
takes place, is between 10 and 40 mA. It has a forward voltage of 1.2 - 2.5 V and
an optical power of between 1 and 3 mW.
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Figure 6.2: x-y stage equipped with laser and camera
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The light pulses provided by the laser travelled through a single mode optical
bre to a single mode coupler that had three output lines. The output lines have
a ratio of 20/20/60. The 20% output lines have a maximum output of 8.5 dB and
the output is 2.6 dB for the 60% output. The 60% output line was connected to
the oscilloscope via a coupler to a TIA-950 Optical Electrical Converter to ensure
stability of the laser power emission. The battery operated converter has a BNC
connection to the oscilloscope and a bandwidth up to 750 MHz. It provides either
AC or DC interstage coupling to give a faithful reproduction of the optical signal and
thus characteristics such as waveform shape (see gure 6.3) and signal amplitude.
One of the 20% output lines were connected to a 6 m diameter core bre terminated
with an optical focuser of 12 mm focal length. The focuser has a magnication of
one.
Figure 6.3: The laser pulse as seen by the oscilloscope, pulse width of the order 3 ns.
The power of the laser was adjusted to provide a signal equivalent to 3 minimum
ionising particles on the oscilloscope trace. The entire system was placed in a deep




The laser signal was tuned until the pulse height on the oscilloscope was comparable
to that of three minimum ionising particles (MIP). It was monitored throughout the
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experimental procedure using the optical electrical converter coupled to an oscillo-
scope to ensure stability.
In order to scan between two strips, it is necessary to nd the centre of each
strip. This is achieved by scanning the laser over the two strips at 2 m intervals
and measuring the charge collected at each interval. Figure 6.4 shows the charge
collected as a function of local position. A minimum is clearly seen in each plot and
thus the centre of each strip determined.
Figure 6.4: Charge collected on two strips, to nd the centre of each strip.
To determine the depletion voltage (see section 6.3), the position of the laser
was kept constant and the voltage applied to the sensor varied using a Keithley 237
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High Voltage Source Measure Unit as described in chapter 4. The collected charge,
dened as being the total charge collected on each strip, was measured using an
oscilloscope. The results are presented below.
The laser was scanned across the sensor, between the two strips, at 5 m intervals.
This was achieved by moving the x  y stage on which the sensor was placed rather
than moving the laser itself. It was ensured that the laser moved perpendicular to
the strips by moving the stage in both the x and y directions. This was necessary
since the strips themselves are not parallel to each other nor to an external reference
frame. The charge collected was measured on both strips as well as on the nearest
neighbouring strips at each of the 5 m intervals. Measurements were also made at
a number of dierent bias voltages. Results are discussed in section 6.3.
6.3 Results
Full depletion Voltage
It can be shown [55] that by measuring the charge collected on each strip it is
possible to extract the local full depletion voltage V
fd
.
A cluster charge is dened as being the sum of the collected charge on a strip
and its two nearest neighbours. Figure 6.5 shows the cluster charge as a function of
bias voltage for two positions. It is clear that these plots are consistent with each
other although there is a slight discrepancy in the peak values of charge. This is
possibly due to the fact that one of the nearest neighbours of the right-hand strip
was not in full working order.
For an irradiated sensor, it is expected that charge collected would vary linearly
with bias. Figure 6.5 exhibits linear behaviour in two regions. At low voltages the
amount of charge collected rises rapidly, consistent with the increase in the width of
the depletion region. When the sensor is fully depleted, at high voltages, a plateau
region is observed. By linearly tting the two regions and extrapolating to the region
of transition, a value for the full depletion voltage may be estimated.
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Figure 6.5 shows the charge collected as a function of voltage for both of the
strips tested below. They show a plateau region at 150 V. This "full charge collection
voltage" is larger than the value for the full depletion voltage found in section 4.1.2.
This is expected since the sensor has been irradiated and thus the sensor must be
run at a higher voltage than the full depletion voltage for full charge collection to
be achieved.
Figure 6.5: Charge collected on two strips.
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Charge Sharing Between Two Strips
As mentioned in chapter 4, a sensor with a small strip pitch has a good resolution
due to charge sharing between the strips. This charge sharing is due to the non-zero
capacitance between adjacent strips. Realistically, in a detector with a 40m pitch,
charge will be mostly collected on one strip, however, when a signal is detected
on two or more strips a better position resolution is achieved. In particular, this
accuracy with which the position may be determined is greater when the track passes
in the centre between two strips and thus the charge is shared equally between them
[27].
The charge sharing between two strips may be dened in terms of the  - function,













refer to the pulse heights seen on the right and left strips re-
spectively. For a perfect sensor, i.e. with no charge diusion, the  function would
be zero initially since all charge would be deposited on the left hand strip. The
symmetry of the sensor implies that when the charge is deposited close to the right
hand strip  will be one since all the charge is collected on that strip.
Due to the diusion of charge within the sensor, the  distributions measured
deviate from this ideal case. Figure 6.6 shows  as a function of position between
two adjacent strips for a sensor that has been fully depleted. The strip pitch is
approximately 80 m. The distribution is symmetric about the line, as consistent
with the ideal case and other similar data [56], however unusual structure is seen
in the centre of the distribution. This structure is similar to the shape that would
exist had an intermediate strip been present (there was none) and implies a good
resolution of the weighting eld. This structure is present in all data, including
that where the sensor was under-depleted (see gure 6.7). It is not fully understood
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but possible explanations are an eect due to the dispersion of the light within the
sensor or a distortion of the electric eld due to the inhomogeneous radiation that
the sensor received.
Figure 6.6:  distribution at 100V (top) and 150V (bottom).
Figure 6.7 shows the  as a function of position between the strips for an under-
depleted sensor. This shows an asymmetry about the line. It is thought that this is
due to distortion of the transverse electric eld by the inhomogeneous irradiation.
The gradient of this eld would be zero if no irradiation damage had occurred
however the eective doping concentration, N
eff
, due to the irradiation means that
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Figure 6.7:  distribution at 50V (i.e. when sensor is under-depleted).
this slope is of a constant value. The electric eld that results in the electrons
being deposited on the charge collecting strips varies linearly. The fact that these
two electric elds vary dierently leads to the shift in  when the sensor is under-
depleted. Further investigation of the under-depleted sensor and simulation of the
electric eld is necessary to fully understand this, however, this has not been possible
to produce within the time constraints imposed upon this thesis.
Following the initial investigations, many possible improvements to the system
have been identied. These include:
 improved support for the optical bre and camera;
 improvement to the focussing screws;
 the use of a 6 m diameter core bre;
 the use of an automated x  y stage;
 improvements in the method of data taking.
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Several of the components described are currently being manufactured and a
much improved system and method has been used to investigate subsequent sensors




The results presented in this thesis provide a initial look at the rst prototype
sensors produced for the LHCb Vertex Locator. Their unique design has meant
that, as well as the standard tests, a thorough investigation into their operation has
been necessary.
The beam test, itself, was novel since the telescope used to provide tracks to
sensors under test used similar sensors. It was thus imperative that the telescope be
fully understood. The work discussed in chapter 4 provides a detailed investigation
into the resolution of this telescope. Values for the resolution of the R-measuring
sensors are given in table 7.1. A relationship was found between resolution and pitch
(and thus distance in R) for the -measuring sensors:
resolution(m) = (0:254 0:003) pitch  (4:9 0:1): (7.1)
It was shown that this relationship is comparible with the resolutions found for
the R-measuring sensor and also with simulation [57] [58]. This relationship is now
used in subsequent iterations of the VELOROOT analysis code.
It was also shown that although the resolutions found for the R- and -measuring
sensors are consistent with each other, there are discrepancies with the predictions
of the Technical Proposal [4] at larger pitches. This would impact on the LHCb
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Pitch (m) TP (m) R (m)  (m)
40 6 6.8  0.1 5.3  0.2
60 - 11.5  0.1 10.4  0.3
80 10 15.4  0.1 15.4  0.3
Table 7.1: Table of Resolutions, predicted values for 80m to compare with those given in the
Technical proposal [4].
experiment as it means that both the primary and secondary vertices (and thus how
far the B-meson travels) would be measured with less accuracy. These results have
been used to update the predictions given in the Technical Proposal.
Chapter 5 described an investigation into the eects of the design of the LHCb
VELO's readout strips. It was estimated, through simulation, that the area in
which the deposited signal would be collected on a certain strip could be shifted by
an amount less than 10 m. This is the maximum possible shift and it was assumed
that any physical shift would be less than this due to eects such as charge sharing.
A shift such as this would mean that the cluster centre would be reconstructed
inaccurately and could prove extremely troublesome for the Level-1 trigger and the
LHCb experiment, especially if the reconstructed positions of primary vertices are
inaccurate. The simulation was only two-dimensional and thus inexact in describing
an eect that is three-dimensional. It would be impossible to accurately simulate
the LHCb sensor without inputting the entire sensor geometry into the simulation.
The simulation does, however, indicate that such an eect may exist and was, thus,
worthy of further investigation.
This shift in the charge centre was further investigated using the data provided
by the test-beam and the VELOROOT analysis code. It was found that this eect did
not give a shift. This is expected since the sensor is symmetrical and thus any shift
in the mean would be averaged to zero as the data presented was averaged over
the entire region. The track residual distributions for regions that contain single
metal regions and double metal region, gures 5.16 and 5.17 respectively, show a
dierence in the width of approximately 1 m. This is equivalent to an increase in
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the resolution of 1.2 m for regions that contain a second metal layer. Since this
is very much smaller than the resolution of the detector it was concluded that this




VELOROOT is the name given to the LHCb VELO test-beam software. It is based
around a ROOT framework and makes use of many of the features the ROOT has to
oer. Test-beam data are stored in ZEBRA FZ les. The VELOROOT software reads
the data les and stores them, initially, in an unprocessed ROOT data. This is an
exact copy of the original data, including the ZEBRA headers, and is in the form of
a ROOTDB.
The abstract classes RootDataProcessor and ClusterMaker perform tasks such
as hit generation so as to provide data suitable for subsequent processing stages. The
class RootDataProcessor produces hits from the unprocessed data. The
ClusterMaker then makes clusters from the hits provided. Cluster making and
track nding is discussed below [59].
Data are generally returned in the form of a ROOT output le, however a number
of `lower level' classes exist in order provide easy access to the unprocessed data.
This includes an example program for dumping out the raw test-beam data for
debugging purposes.
A.1 Geometry and Alignment
The global frame of reference is dened relative to the R and  measuring planes,
where the z axis is dened in the same direction as the beam. To set up the test-
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beam apparatus within VELOROOT a conguration le was used. In ASCII format,
this le lists the types of detectors and their order in the DAQ output [60]. The
local detector geometry is used in the detector classes and denes the strip location
and other details on the sensors. The global geometry system is used to locate
the position of a sensor relative to other sensors used in the test-beam. It also
incorporates the alignment les used to convert coordinates from a local to a global
coordinate system.
For a full alignment, two alignment les are required, FLIP and ROTATE. FLIP is
needed to specify rotations necessary to put the detectors is their nominal positions
in the xy plane. It does not contain any linear displacements. ROTATE gives the
small angular deviations and linear displacements necessary to put the sensors in
their `real' positions. Generally only the latter le is altered by software alignment,
a procedure described below and in [51].
The alignment process uses the MINIMIZE method in TMinuit. Initially, a \fast-
track t" together with the alignment class is used to x the position of the rst
R-measuring sensor and the z position of the second R-measuring sensor. The is
necessary since the full alignment process cannot determine the absolute positions
of these sensors and thus the z positions must be kept constant. All other degrees
of freedom of all other sensors are allowed to vary.
A set of approximately 30000 tracks was tted through the telescope using the
alignment constants found from the `fast-track t.' Then Minuit was run with 30
free parameters in order to minimize 
2
. After re-tting the tracks another iteration
in Minuit was made. It was found [46] that whilst a third iteration was performed
it was not necessary due to the stability achieved after the second.
There are six alignment constants utilised in the VELOROOT software. Three,
measured in cm, account for displacements along the x; y and z axes. The remaining
three are measured in radians and are used to describe the Euler angle rotation used.
These rotations are performed about the axes through 0,0,0 in the global reference
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frame [60].  describes the rotation about the z axis,  is a rotation about the y
0
axis and  is the x
00
axis rotation.
A.2 Cluster Making and Track Finding
A cluster is dened in the following manner [51]:
1. The strip with the largest signal is the starting point for cluster formation. A
typical signal over noise cut is S/N > 15.
2. Neighbouring strips are added if they pass one of the following cuts:
The neighbouring strip passes the same signal over noise cut as the rst.
The signal on the neighbouring strip is larger than 10% of the rst strips signal.
3. If a neighbouring strip is added, one more strip in the same direction is added
if it passes the conditions specied in 2.
4. The next cluster is formed with the remaining strip with the highest signal
on the sensor.
5. Clusters are formed until all strips with the required signal over noise are
clustered.
Typically a cluster contains three strips with a cluster signal to noise of approx-
imately 50. The cluster position is dened as the weighted mean of the positions of
the strip with largest signal to noise and its nearest neighbours.
The trackt takes a ClusterSet and iteratively nds the track with the lowest

2
through each sensor. It requires a minimum of six clusters, one per sensor. A
description of the track t algorithm may be found in [61]. It is based on the
algorithm written by Vincent Chabaud and is a linearised least squares t. Below
is a simplied discussion based on that found in [51].
For resolution measurements, considering the case where the strips on the sensors
are parallel is suÆcient. The sensors are positioned at z
i
where 1  i  n and the
measured cluster positions are given by y
i
(1  i  n). Following the method given
in [62], a straight line t is given by:
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y = mz + c: (A.1)










c = y  mz; (A.3)






















Since this method only works for straight strips a method for the curved R-
measuring sensors must be adopted. This is achieved by taking the tangent to the
strip at the point of closest approach [61].
The class TrackSetMaker species the rules needed to nd tracks within the
supplied set of clusters. The tracks made are returned to the TrackSet class which
stores a set of tracks.
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Appendix B
ISE TCAD Software Description
B.1 GENESISe
GENESISe is the graphical front-end to the ISE TCAD software tools. It provides a
\point and click" user interface to ease the design, organisation and running of TCAD
simulations.
It incorporates a number of features. These include:
 a database that contains a wide range of examples;
 a hierarchical organisation of simulations;
 graphical editors in which to construct the simulation ow;
 editors to facilitate viewing the project tree and the table that includes results;
 a preprocessor in order to check input les.
It is fully equipped to organise multiple projects both on a single PC and in
parallel on a set of networked workstations. This feature enables multiple users to
run simulations at the same time.
Figure B.1 shows the GENESISe window. In the Status Window editing com-
mand les, running simulations and other work is carried out.
Once a project has been activated, editing may take place. This involves dening
the following elements:
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Figure B.1: The GENESISe window.
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 simulation ow;
 user input les (such as each tool involved and the command les);
 parameter settings.
This is necessary since the simulations are run in batch mode.
The sequence of tools and parameters is dened for a simulation. This ow is
edited using the Tool Flow Editor. Each of the tools specied within the Tool
Flow Editor requires at least one commands le and may need other user input
les. The output les generated are usable by subsequent tools. It is also possible to
include parameter settings using the Tool Flow Editor that can later be dened
in the Parameter Editor.
Before a simulation is run, GENESISe preprocesses the project. This involves
replacing parameters with values and creating an execution graph. Each of the
nodes on this graph is interdependent thus each node has to be successfully executed
before any subsequent node can start.
Whilst there are many tools and features of the GENESISe interface only the ones
used in the simulation described in chapter 5 are discussed here. Further information
about ISE-TCAD and GENESISe may be found in [63] and [64].
B.2 MDRAW-ISE
MDRAW-ISE is a program that allows stand-alone device structure editing and mesh
generation. The device editor comprises two environments:
 A boundary editor;
 A doping editor.
Whilst it is possible to design any device structure within MDRAW-ISE, it includes
algorithms that preserve the correctness of the device structure thus preventing
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unrealistic designs. Semiconductor devices may be composed of various materials
including silicon, silicon oxide, polysilicon and a number of metals and MDRAW's
graphical user interface means that complex designs may created with relative ease.
Impurity concentrations may be dened using analytical doping proles, e.g.
Gaussian functions and error functions. In the simulations described in chapter 5,
Gaussian functions using the species boron and phosphorus were used. There are
three parameters that must be dened to give the Gaussian function. These are:
1. Peak concentration (in cm
 3
);
2. Peak position (in m);
3. Diusion length or Standard deviation (both in m).
MDRAW allows mesh renement using a set of user-dened parameters. These
parameters are grouped into renement areas which are rectangular constraints for
the nal mesh elements. There is a default renement area for the device, however,
it is possible to add further renement areas. Once the renement areas have been
dened MDRAW creates an appropriate mesh that meets these requirements. Figure
5.5 shows the mesh, including renements, created by MDRAW for the the simulation
described in chapter 5. The output les created by MDRAW are compatible with the
input les need for DESSIS-ISE. For further details about the capabilities of MDRAW
see [65]
B.3 DESSIS-ISE
DESSIS-ISE is an electrical and thermal simulator for one, two and three- dimen-
sional semiconductor devices. It uses a number of physical models and numerical
methods in order to simulate most types of semiconductor devices and geometries. It
is capable of solving equations such as Poisson's equation, the continuity equations
and the heat transport equation.
DESSIS is capable of simulating the electrical behaviour of a single semiconductor
device or several devices in a circuit. It nds terminal current, voltages and charges
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using the appropriate set of device equations. A real device is approximated by the
discretization of the device's physical properties onto nodes of a mesh. The values
of continuous properties, such as doping proles, are found by interpolation between
the mesh nodes.
The two input les necessary to describe a device are the:
1. geometry le or \mesh"
2. the doping le.
The input les when provided by MDRAW are optimized for eÆciency and robust-
ness. In such a two-dimensional simulation the \thickness" in a third dimension is
taken to be 1 m. Typically, for a 2D simulation, 2000 to 4000 nodes are suÆcient
to provide an accurate and fast simulation.
Like other ISE simulation tools (see for example [63]), DESSIS is driven by a
command le. This le comprises a collection of statement blocks - these do not
have to be in any particular order for normal device simulation. Below is an example
of a command le used in DESSIS.
File f
grid = "n1 mdr.grd"
doping = "n1 mdr.dat"
plot = "n2 des.dat"
current = "n2 des.plt"
output = "n2 des.log"
g
Electrode f
fname = "Contact 1" voltage = 0.0g
fname = "Contact 2" voltage = 0.0g
fname = "Contact 3" voltage = 0.0g
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Goal f name = "Contact back" voltage = 4 g
) f




The rst block species the input les, i.e. the mesh and doping les, and the
simulation output les. The block named Electrode species the contacts that are
to be treated like electrodes and their boundary conditions. Any contact that is not
specied here is ignored by DESSIS. In the Physics block the models to be used in
the simulation are specied. In the Plot block the solutions to the physics models
specied in the Physics block are given. These are saved in the named plot le. A
full list of the available physics and output options is available in [66].
The Math block and the Solve block are intimately related. The Solve block
comprises the equations required to be obtained by the solver, whereas the Math
block is used to specify the accuracy and the solution methods. It is possible to use
device-specic parameters as well as global parameters. DESSIS solves the device
equations in an iterative manner, aiming to converge on a solution with a small error
and checking this error after each iteration.
B.4 PICASSO-ISE
PICASSO-ISE (Painting Interactively Coloured And Shaded Simulation Objects)
is the GENESISe tool used for visualising the results obtained from a successfully
completed simulation. It has an object-oriented user interface that combines the
\point and click" functionality of GENESISe.
A device geometry together with appropriate data sets obtained from DESSIS are
loaded into a Device object. The Model class denes the style with which the device
is displayed using the View class. These classes are interlinked to form a drawing
hierarchy. The View object is linked to the output window. Other classes include





It is possible to show that there is a relationship between the track residual and the
resolution of a detector. This is possible even if the detector has been used to dene
the track.
The residual of a cluster is dened as the perpendicular distance between the
reconstructed track and cluster centre. Thus using the information found in A, for








where z is the position of the detector with respect to the beam axis.
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